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is nothing sacred any more?
Is everything going to be changed, merely for the sake o f
change?

Now we don't mind women's
fashione changing every year
with the hemline going from
here to yonder. We can stand
women's shoes changing from
the sharp pointed toe to the
square toe.

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 2, 1969

Speech Therapist Is
Employed, Calloway
County SchoolSystem

101 Per Copy

Futures Of Young Men Are
Decided By Lottery Monday
What The Lottery Boy Scout Troop
Means To Youths A 77 Has Camp Out

BE IN
• AND
ERS

September 14
Birth Date At
Top Of List

William B. Miller, Superin- High School and with the FedAnd Hike In LBL
WASHINGTON (UPI)
tendent of Calloway Coun*v eral Government paying one
• Here is * rule - of - thumD%
Schools, announces that the half of the total cost of the proBoy Scout Troop 77 made a
guide for draft - age youths
Board of Education voted last gram this makes it appeal to us
two day camp out at LBL this
to determine what the
night to employ a Speech The- (with our limited budget) even
past weekend. On a crisp cool
birthday lottery drawing
rapist for the children of the more," Supt. Miller stated.
Saturday the troop hiked the
meant to them:
Calloway County School Sys
seventeen mile Land-BetweenIn other action last night,
You are involved if your
tem.
the-Lakes troll which extends
"Declare
Invoted
to
the
Board
By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK
We never complain too much
birthday falls between Jan
from a point 1.44 miles north of
tent" to purchase twelve new
WASHINGTON (UPI) — An
about the ladies changing their
k I, 1944, and Dec. 31, 1950. in US 68 to the center furnace
This program will be a fol- school buses to be added to its
uncounted number of young
hair-does in such a manner that
If your birthday was
low-up to a screening of the fleet for the 1970-71 school year.
museum.
ruins near the TVA
American men who by chance
you can never recognize them
drawn in the first 122 numchildren that was made by the Seven sixty passenger buses
The route of the trail follows share a common birth date —
one day to the next.
bers
and
you
are
not
deSpeech and Hearing Department will be purchased and five sixtyold wagon roads, old pioneer Sept. 14 — today were at the
ferred for something such !N trails and deer paths through
of Murray State University in six passenger buses will also be
top of the list for the 1970
We don't really rare if men's cooperation with the princip* as college, it is almost
the woodlands.
elemendraft.
clothing undergoes some chang- als, teachers and Mrs. Lucille bought. Each of the six
you
will
be
called
for
tai
The troop bivouaced in the
two
They shared their bad luck
es, such as changing the wide Ross, Title I School Nurse of tary schools will receive
induction in 1970.
Colson Hollow area and in this with thousands and thousands
new buses. Mr. Miller noted
pants leg to the narrow, or the
If your birthday was
place completed two
more — particularly those 18
that tne Board was able to purties from the narrow to the the County Schools.
n drawn between No. 123
plac- to 25-year-olds born April 24,
projects. The scouts
conservti
buses
due
ta
new
chase
these
The
number
of
those
needbroad.
through
244:
The
outlook
n
own
their
ed bird feeders of
Dec. 30, Feb. 14, Oct. 18, Sept.
ing therapy far exceeded the the Legislature making possible
n Is touch and go that you'll o
n design about the hillsides and
6, Oct. 28, Sept. 7, Nov. 22 and
expectations of those making the enactment of the Utility
receive your draft board g
n, cleared a wooded area to pro- Dec. 6.
utomobile makers may up- the test.
Tax.
e: notice. There are varying
tect a white pine grove from
sweep the back of their cars
"Our Board is anxious to exThose were the birthdetes
Mrs. Dixie Hopkins was elect.7n factors such as the quotas
broad leaf enroachment.
one year, then down sweep it ed to fill this position of Speech plore all avenues whereby a
drawn as numbers 1 through 10
MRS. MURRAY STATE — Mrs. Jane Rogers of Mur:n
assigned
to
your
local
Sethe
Scouts who enjoyed
the next.
Monday night in the first SeTherapist. She will assume her better school program can be
ray was crowned "Mrs. Murray State" in half-time cerelective Service Board, decampout were: Ronnie Billing- lective Service lottery in nearly
duties January 30, 1970 after offered to our students in Cal- monies at the Murray-Tennessee Wesleyan basketball game.
ferments, whether your
ton, Steve Porter, Tony Cain, three decades. In fact, the
loway County. I personally feel Shown with her is her husband, Don Rogers. Other candiShirt collars can get long o. completion of a B.S. degree at
birthday comes high or low n: Craig Thweatt, Anthony Fike,
that the Board's action of last dates for the title were Mrs. Kathy Harrison, Benton; Mrs.
chances are fairly high draft
Murray
State
University.
Mrs.
on this middle grouping.
they can get short.
Junior Eldridge, Mark Thur- age men without deferments
Hopkins, the former Dixie evening, in making possible Caroline Lynch, Water Valley; Mrs. Phyllis Nanney, MurIf your birthday was
man, Bobby Knight, Rawley whose birth dates were in the
Green of Marshall County, ni these programs, is indicative of ray; and Rhonda Evans, Louisville.
drawn in the bottom third
Fair, Allen Lemons, Jeff Oak
Hat brims can change from the wife of Dr. Thomas Hopk- the interest of each Board mem:from numbers 245 through
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Icy, Robert Underwood, Mark (Se* Complete List on Page 5)
ins and they have four children ber and the personal desire that
broad to narrow.
if:;366: There is small likeliBuckingham, Mike Alexander,
The family attends the First each one has in offering bettehood you will be summonand
Joe Thweatt.----- first -122 blue capsules drawn
for
educational
opportunities
Christian Church in Murray
ed in the draft and you
Troop 77 meets every Monday from the big glass cylinder will
But when It comes to changing Mrs. Hopkins is active in the the youth of our schools," Supt.
Send
can probably plan your life
night at 6:30 p. in. in the base- be called up next year.
our underwear, this na too District 'Derital Auxiliary and Miller concluded.
and career in the know- n. ment of the First Christian
First To Be Summoned
To
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Murray
Woman's
Club.
(Continued on Page iths)
ledge you will have no miChurch. All boys interested in
"We are fortunate in procurni Mary service requirement
scouting are invited to attend. Thus those born on the first
'
s
ing state funds for this program Mts. Singleton
dates pulled out of the jar will
barring
national
emergeuService men and women from
and we welcome Mrs. Hopkins Funeral Wednesday
be the first to be summoned
cies.
Calloway County will appreciate .:•.;
to our staff," Mr. Miller stated.
as draftees. Conversely, those
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receiving a Christmas card from
The Board also voted last
born on the last dates would be
ssdeferred because of college
home.
Following
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the people
night to make applioation for a
Funeral services for Mrs. On
the last to be called and proor
jobs:
Your
exempt
statare some of the men in the
Drivers Education- Unit at the lie M. Singleton will be held
bably be completely essempt
's;•us continues but the priorservice who are serving their
Calloway County High School. Wednesday at ten ann, at the
The Kappa Department o from the draft.
Wear of Mur- nano. moans welled HIPP Si ▪ Aty level in which your
jars.
Georgia
B.
"Drisers Fxlueation is a naellantobapin-eg-nise 3.
-47bweabilnen-the Murray Woman's Club will Those who are currently ex
!allured In a two car have the name and address of birthday falls in the drawneeded course offering at our Funeral Home with Henry Har- ray was
hold an open meeting tonight empt from immediate callup,
P.i.ng
p
will
four
be
accident Sunday about
effective for
your service man or woman
gis and Dennis Rogers officiat(Tuesday) at seven p.m. at the such as college students, would
m. at South 9th and West Wa- published, just write the in- the year your exemption
ing.
club house. Members note retain their deferred status un
ter Streets, Mayfield.
formation on a post card and ssexpires. Thus if you shou'd
change in time.
til it expires. Then their numGeorge Randolph Dodd and
at
the
Comgraduate
was
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or
She
drop
out
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Pallbearers will be Carvis
send it to the Ledger a n d
"Kids, Carols 'n Claus" will ber allotted them in the MonMarie F. Branco were injured
and
:college
Hospital,
Mao-field,
in
1973, if your
Sanders, Hugh Arnett, Leslie munity
Times
be the theme of the program day drawing would again be
in a two car accident this mornbirthday was the 15th
Douglas, Fred Douglas, Douglas then admitted to the Murray.
with the guests being Santa their number for induction.
ing at 7:15 on South 16th Street,
Calloway County Hospital with
-:number drawn in the MonJones, and Glen Sims.
Claus and Kappa Members' The lottery procedure we s
according to the report filed
day lottery, you would be
a slight concussion and bruises. BM3 Donald N. Blalock
children. Mrs. Dan Shipley will one of the administration's key
B21-20-73
by the investigating officers of
:,'..placed in the 15th level of
Interment will be in the An- She was released from the hosbe director of the carols.
legislative proposals this year,
the Murray Police Department.
l,::call-ups in 1974 even
tioch Cemetery with the ar- pital on Sunday night and is USS Leahy DLC 16
Hostesses will be Mesdames and its enactment last month
Both were treated at t h e
though a different birthrangements by the J. H. Chur- now recuperating at her home. FPO New York,
Richard Knight, Glenn Rogers, was one of President Nixon's
emergency room of the MurNew York 09501
Four persons in the other car
day was drawn 15th for
chill Funeral Home where fri
Bobby
Toon, Charles D. Out- biggest triumphs. It came with
ray-Calloway County Hospital
were
Eveinjured.
They
that
were
year.
ends may call.
land, Robert J. McCoart, and congressional promise for conand released. Dodd had a fracMrs. Singleton, age 86, died lyn Teresa Mills, age 25, May- F743 Ronald L. Fox
James Stahler.
sideration of a fullblown overture of the nasal bone and con
Monday at the Murray-Calloway field Route Two, bruises and YF 328 NAD
haul of the draft next year —
tusion to the right forearm and
Ccunty Hospital. Her husband. sprains; Paula Mills, age three, St. Julien's Creek
perhaps including abolishment
cervical spine while Miss BranJohn R. Singleton, died October minor cuts and bruises; Tanya Rortsmouth, Virginia 32/02
of all deferments so that rich
co had a contusion of the chin
Mills, age six, broken collar
22, 1855.
and poor, smart and average
and right knee, according to
Survivors are one daughter, bone and possible internal in- CPT C. W. Herndon, Jr.
youngsters alike would face the
hospital officials.
United Prete Intintantleand
Mrs. L. A. (Mary) Rowland, one juries. They were taken to the C Troop 3/17
same chance of military ser.
Cars involved were a 1969
Avia. Det.
son, Robert E. Singleton, one Community Hospital.
v ice.
Jeep two door owned by C. D.
sister, Mrs. Ruby Arnett, two
The Mayfield City police said Berlin Bde
West Kentucky: Fair and a
Whitlock and driven by George
Takes 90 Minutes
grandchildren, David Singleton that the Mills car was driving APO New York,
little warmer today and to- by United Press International
Randolph Dodd of Box 484,
Burley :ales in Kentucky took
New York 09742
and Mrs. Vickie Nance, and west on Water Street and Mrs.
night. Wednesday fair and not
drawing took 90 minutes,
The
Murray, age 18, and a 1968
change. a swing upward for the first interrupted only by some reseveral nieces and nephews, all Wear was driving north on
much 'temperature
Plymouth two door hardtop
of Calloway County.
South 9th Street when the col- TM2 Robert M. Herndon
High today in the 60s, low to- time this season Monday when latively polite dissent and redriven by Marie F. Branco of
Vernon Shown
613 A Carolina Boulevard
lision occurred.
night in the 30s, high Wednes- 21 of the states's 30 markets re- plies from the youngsters choZimmerman Apartments, MurA highway marker, a Curlee Isle of Palms,
day in the 60s Thursday fair ported an average of $70.97 per sen to do the job. The 366
ray, age 20.
hundred pounds.
South Carolina 29451
and cool.
Clothing Company sign, and sevdates Feb. 29, Leap Year day,
Police said Dodd was going
The average amounted to an was No. 285, and the 26 scram
eral shrubs were also damaged
south on South 16th Street and
increase of 17 cents per hun- bled letters of the alphabet
LAKE DATA
in the accident, the police re- Ensign Ben T. Hogancamp
made a left hand turn in front
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3 dred pounds over the $70.80 will be used to determine the
port said. Mayfield firemen LISS Tutulia (ARG-4)
of the Branco car going north
average posted at the end of order of induction for some
stationary.
were called to the scene to FPO San Francisco,
cn South 16th. The cars collidsales Friday,
California 96601
Below dam, 302.1, up 0.1.
flush away spilled gasoline, the
860,000 draft eligible men next
ed at the front ends, accordirg
The Federal - State Market year.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m., 354.4,
firemen reported.
wind
The
report.
police
to the
News Service reported that
Vernon Shown, since 1963 di- ucation degree in secondary edCPT Ronald L. Kelley
up 0.1.
Because only 251,000 draftees
afield of the Dodd car was rector of the Murray State Um. ucation.
prices were steady to slightly will be needed, and even Sc
3754 net Pre Road
Below darn, 304.9, up 0.2.
Seen
Be
Ta
Movie
frosted up, the police report versity School, Monday awnlower Monday for the eight- counting for an expected 290,Silver Springs,
Sunrise 6:52; sunset 4:40.
He also is president of the
said.
ed the presidency of the 2,100- Murray Rotary Club and a Sun- At Local Library
state Burley Belt, with nearly 000 enlistments from the pool,
Maryland 20906
Damage to both cars was on member First District Educa- day School
half the grade averages $1 to the chances of induction are
superintendent at
tion Aawasistion
the front end.
$2 per hundred pounds below slim for youths whose birth
The shortened version of the Chaplain Jerry Martin
the First Baptist Church in
Monday sight at 7:15 a one
He succeeds Harper Stack- Murray.
last Friday's leis's.
movie, "The Hunchback of No- 301 Aacher Road
dates came up with numbers
car accident occurred on East house, a guidance counselor in
Government loan receipts in from 245 to 366. The iffy group
tre Dame" starring Lon Cha- (Continued on Page Six)
Chestnut Street and was investi- the Paducah city schools, at the
the belt totaled 32 million was 123 to 244 — having only
Mrs. Shown is the former ney, will be shown at the Murgated by the Murray Police De- head of the 13-county education- Margie Thomas of Hopkinsville ray-Calloway County Library on
pounds or 22.2 per cent of the middling luck in the draw, they
partment.
al organinstion
first week's gross sales. Deliv- will need good fortunes of war
and they have three children: Thursday, December 4, at four Eastern
John Steven Todd, Route Two
new oincers whose Tim, 14; Carolyn, 12, and Tom- p.m.
Other
eries on opening week last yesr to avoid call-up.
Party Here
Covey Drive, Murray, driving year-long teTIZIS also start today my, 9.
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, libRudy M. Gardner, 87, retired amounted to 4.7 per cent.
The drawing was held in a
a 1962 Chevrolet two door se- ere:
rarian, said all older children
rural carrier of Hardin, died A total of 25,084,822 pounds conference room about 30 by 30
Chester Anderson, LaCenter,
dan, was going west on Chestare invited to see this movie.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 at 8:03 p. m. Sunday at Benton of burley was sold at Kentucky feet on the ground floor of the
nut Street and ran off the road who is the presidert-elect. An- Delta Department
markets Monday for a total sale national draft headquarters
Order of the Eastern Star will Municipal Hospital.
on the north side tearing up a derson is a teacher at Ballard
Mr.
Gardner
delivered
the
of
$17,802,943.46.
hold
a
pre
Christmas
party
on
Except for the 17 to 26 year-old
bridge, according o the police County Memorial High School. To Meet Tonight
Saturday, December 6, at seven mail on Hardin Rt. 1 35 years. No sales were reported at members of the Selective Ser.
suMrs. Edna Quarles, acting
report.
He had been active in corn Russellville, Mayfield or Hen- vice Youth Advisory Board
p m. at the Masonic Hall.
Todd, age 20, was reported perintendent of McCracken CoEach woman is asked to bring munity affairs all of his adult derson.
The Delta Department of the
who were ushered in from an
to have received a bruised lip. unty schools, Paducah, is the Murray Woman's Club will meet
a pie and drinks will be furn- life.
The state's high average Mon- anteroom to select numbers in
vice-president.
the
on
new
damaged
was
His car
He was commissioned a Ken day was at Cynthiana where groups of eight, the audience
ished by the chapter. The wotonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m
The 13 counties represented at
right front and right side.
men are to bring a woman's tucky Colonel in 1954.
725,296 pounds sold for $527,- was mostly well beyond draft
the
club
house.
among the FDEA membership
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. 958.30 for an average of $72.79 age.
gift and the men are to bring
Mrs.
J.
I.
Hosick
will
present
are: Callcnvay, Graves, McCrackEva M. Gardner; a daughter per hundredweight.
a man's gift for exchange.
a Christmas program with Mrs.
en, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, A. C. Sanders
All members and their fami- Mrs. Hazel Putnam of St. Louis, The low average was recordas chairman.
'
s Palette
Nature
Ballard, Lyon, Trigg, Caldwell,
Mo.; two sons, James Gardner ed at Hopkinsville, where 432,
lies are urged to attend.
Hostesses will be Dr. Mary
Crittenden, Livingston and Marof Detroit, and Joe Gardner of 240 pounds sold for $295,184.22
Club To Meet
SHOPPING j
Elizabeth Bell, Mrs. Helen Q.
shall.
Hardin Rt. 1; two half-sistere for an average of $68.29.
Shown, who was named pres- Bennett, Mrs. William B. BritONE CITED
DAYS LEFT
Miss Kate Gardner of Hardin
The heaviest amount of trade
The Nature's Palette Garden identelect of the organization ton, Miss Clara Eagle, Miss Ruand
Mrs.
Jessie
Dunn
of
Benwas
reported
by
Lexington
marClub will have its Christmas at the 1968 delegate ;assembly, bit Smith, and Mrs. Edd Glov
One pwerhsionle
ton Rt. 3; a half-brother, Pete kets where 3,647,956 pounds
potluck luncheon at the Com- has been with the University er.
r Gardner of Hard-in; seven grand- were sold for $2,633,079.16 or
oxica
citteedd aftioi
driving
w
ntas
DeFriday,
on
munity Center
since 1956, serving for seven
having no operator's license children, six great-grandchil- an average of $72.18.
cember 5, at nine am.
years as director of school serlast night by the Murray Polica dren and several nieces and ne- The smallest amount of trade
NOW
YOU
KNOW
Mrs. ha Douglas and Mrs. R vices before being named diDepartment.
phews.
Monday was at Franklin where
Q. Knight will be the hostesses. rector of the University School
Funeral rites will be held at only 327,894 pounds were sold
international
United
Press
by
furnish
the
Mrs. S. L. Horn will
in 1963.
1 p. m. Wednesday at Filbeca for $244,598.90 for an average
DIRISIMAS SEALS anti ETAPNYSEIIA
rolls and each member is to
A 1950 graduate of the UniGRASS FIRE
and Cann Funeral Horne in of $6850
A
man
expending
energy
at
IVSIiCS(OSISAIDAIN POLLUTION
Tripp Williams, 205 pound,
bring a covered dish.
versity with a degree in mathe- the rate of a hovering humm
Benton with Rev. Eura Mathis
6'3", end for the Murray High
"Decoupage" will be the matics and physics, he also reThp Murray Fire Department and Rev. T. A. Bullock officiatingbird would have to perspire Tigers the past
IsPICeittrine
Wit/MINN/
season has been was tolled to 1512 Kirkwood ing. Burial will be in Starks
ninject of the lesson to be ceived a master's degree at
FREE PUPPIES
a a
100 pounds per hour to keep
IP'.
given by Mrs. L E. Fisk.
Murray State in 1954 in school his skin temperature below the picked by the coaches of the Drive yesterday about 11 a.m. Cemetery near Hardin.
state to the end position on the tc extinguish the flames of a
All members are urged to administration. Currently, he is
Friends may call at the fu- Free puppies to be given aboiling point of water.
Class A, All-State team.
grass n
attend.
working on the specialist in edneral home.
way. Call 436-2289.
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The
Track
Star0s. p

Filled By
New Firms

Mrs. Iola B. Bryan, formerly of Murray, died November 29 in
Washington, D. C.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
A four night preaching mission on "Our Faith" will be held by
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
the Hazel Methodist Circuit.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the
beet Mrs. Gladys Hale will represent Murray Grove 126 at the National
interest of our readers.
convention of the Supreme Forest Woodman Circle in Miami, Fla.
In the scier*ific world it is
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE ViTTMER
James Thompson of the University of Kentucky spent the holidays
CO., 1608
Madison Aye, Memphis, Tenn.; Tune & Life Bldg., New York,
'd that nature abhors a vacuN.Y,
mother,
Gela
Thompson
with
Mrs.
his
.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Idich.
um. Perhaps the same thing applies
to the national economic
Mitered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmiss
ion MI
life as well.
Second Class Matter
The rapid growth of indepenSUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per
dent transportation firms as
week
3.5e,
per
Month 41.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties,
shown in the continuous field
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
per year, MAO;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service
survey
of the National Federasubscriptions $8.00.
tion of Independent Business
"The Outstanding Civic Awed se a Csaantanity
appears to support this belief.
is the
integrity a its Newspaper"
Mrs. Ada McDougal Morgan, age 79, died yesterday at her home
While generally speaking the
other sectors of the independin Paducah.
Some 175 teacher trainers will Wend the Southeastern Regional ent business community appear
TUESDAY - DECEMBER 2, 1969
Conference of the Association for Student Teaching at Murray State to be more or less marking time
during this period of business
December 4- 5.
Births reported include twin girls to Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Ramsey uncertainty, the small traeasportation firms appear to be boomAMERICAN SOLDIERS DISCREDITED
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Crawford are vacationing in Se Petersburgra ing.
•
One indication appears to be
Fla.
AMERICAN troops are now charged with
the increased volume of busiatrocities in South
Viet Nam. It may be true or it may
ness reported by these firms.
not be true. The fact that
Currently 70 percent report a
some "photographer" says he took
some pictures of American
higher volume than the presoldiers committing these atrocities
does not sway us much since
vious year as compared to 44
there are some people who would
percent of all independent firms
swear to anything for some
so reporting greater volume.
publicity or payment of money.
These volume figures are on
TALKING OKINAWA-Described later by President Nixon o.
the dollar basis, and are thereSince the fad seems to be to discredit American soldiers
If
we
say
we
have
".... probably ... the most successful talks .. . between our
no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is fore not compensated
in
for in
this war, we tend to discount the entire incident.
governtrients," discussions on the return of Okinawa to the
We believe not in us.-1 John 1:8,
terms of inflation.
We have all sinned and come short of the glory of God.
that the American soldier is the finest soldier in
Japanese are held by Nixon and Japanese Prime Minister
The new job producing reOh Lorc,
the world and is bless
me, a sinner, and hear my prayer.
Eisaku Sato in the chief Executive's White House office
cord of the independent transleast apt to depart from the regular rules of war of
any soldier
pontation companies is another
This type of war however tends to make a soldier
act difindication. In the first quarter
ferent since this is a war of utter frustratio
of the year these firms were
n. Never have we
fought so long a war and never against such
producing new jobs at twice the
frustrating odds.
rate of all independent busiAmerican soldiers may shoot at this target,
but not that, this
ness, but this has now grown
area may be bombed, but not that. In this
war the source of
to a rate more than four times
supply of the enemy may not be touched. In
that of all independent busithis war the homeness.
land of the enemy remains unscathed.
Independent
transportation
firms also lead the entire smallFire against our troops comes from village after village, yet
An employment paradox is iequired. The four-month trial er business field in capital inhe cannot enter the village or fire upon it. Some villages protect bothering many of the nation's would permit an employer to vestment with 71 percent of
the Viet Cong and hide Mir, after he fires on American
=all, independent business evaluate these marginal work- them reporting pouring more
troops.
ers who are now turned away. money into the business as com, concerns.
We can see that some troops might reach the breaking
point
They cannot find enough qua- Unlike mast proposed solu- pared to 44 percent of all indeand literally devastate a village from which fire has
come to lified people for skilled and tions to the job-training pro- pendent businesses. And of
decimate the troops in a given company.
semi-skilled jobs; yet, on the blem, this one would require those that do make additional
other hand, there are more than no government expenditures. investments, the average investWe have seen men in combat literally beg to be allowed
to three million unemployed, many The independents deadlocked ment is $38,800, even topping
shoot down prisoners.
of whom lack skills. The solu- previously on legislation to the independent manufacturers
We must remember that a man is prepared for war by
re- tion seems apparent: many of establish a Federal subsidy- whose average new investment
the jobless need training, pre- first 40 percent and then 20 is $30,000.
moving from him all the elements of civilization.
Those traits ferably on-the-job training.
percent pf the minimum wage
In addition, the finance comwhich remove him from the lower animals are erased.
Such
But many businessmen feel -for employers who would hire panies who Casually have a cantraits as compassion, kindness, thoughtfulness, human goodnessi, that the Federal minium wage the hard-core unemployed for ny. eye for lending to operations with an assured future,
an hour law imposing a wage job training.
trust, etc., are of little use when meeting the enemy in
combat. scale with no bearing on one's Federation researchers
be- are lending money to the inThe idea is to kill, to eliminate, to gain revenge over the
loss of productive ability or value to lieve Rep. Williams' bill wourif dependent transportation peobuddies. War is a terrible thing and the mother who remembe
rs the business, prevents the hie have gained even heavier sup- ple at average interest rates
her son as a decent, compassionate individual would
port if it were broader in scope. around one-half percent lower. p
be literally ing of unskilled persons. Hiring
an unskilled person at $1.60 As written, it would apply offe For some timeFederation reterrified to see him in combat slaughtering the enemy.
That is plus taxes and other expenses ly to those employers with for- searchers had been receiving
the name of the game.
amounts to a virtual act of mal training programs, mainly aomplairrts from independent
This indictment of American soldiers, who are carrying
charity for many small business- the larger concerns At least firms in the less-populated areas
out
men, because the employee as many-probably more-job of the country concerning inthe duties for which they have been trained,
comes from the would not earn his keep for opportunities in small business adequate
freight service. Curfact that no war has ever been declared, the idea
that we can weeks or perhaps months. And are impaired by the minimum tailment of less than carload
have guns and butter at the same time, and the fact
ahipments, and of feeder lines
that no real many do not stay that long, or wage standard.
Economics Professor Yale to smaller communities, plus
show no aptitude.
effort has been made to gain a military victory.
We decry these
A poll by the National Fed- Brozen of the University of Chi- aeristantly rising freight costs
indictments and doubt seriously that American
OBJECT OF ENEMY MORTAR ROUNDS- A Montagnard soldiei
soldiers have' eration of Independent Busi- cago contends that while the were the major sources of corn
done anything in this war that was not done in
wearing a gas mask picks his way through drbris left
other wars. Some ness makes this clear. Legisla major argument for higher and plaint.
aftei
enemy mortar rounds hit a building at the U.S.
tion to permit the hiring o: higher minimum wage is to reisolated acts may have been committed which
As
is
well
Special
known,
railroads
stem from the teenagers
Forces
camp at Bu Prang. South Vietnam
and unskilled person: duce poverty, the higher man- have been cutting back drastic(Tholeophoto)
utter futility and frustration of this particula
r war.
at less than the minimum wage datory wage actually prices the ally on short haul service in
This company of men who are charged with
these inhuman for up to four months won least-skilled out of the job mar- favor of the long hauls. In ad-.
acts, may possibly have Saia
actually committed what they are charg- support from 76 percent of the ket. "By raising the minimum dition, the big six in the truckbusinessmen polled. The bill wage," he contends, "we are
ed with. If so, some action should be taken,
ospitallicrt
however, it should by Rep. Lawrence Williams of fore-closing opportunity for ing industry reached a nationwide labor pact with the teambe taken into consideration that these same
men were placed in Pennsylvania would allow the Negro teenagers who cannot get sters which
further curtailed ADULTS 8'7
South Viet Nam by the American governme
nt, in a situation Secretary of Labor to author- the jobs where they could learn the service of the long line NURSERY 5
the
skills that would enable, truckers.
ize trainee pay as low as 80
which called for them to protect themselv
NOVEMBER 29, 1969
es, kill the enemy, to percent of the minimum wage, them to earn
far more than the
Thus, it seems quite apparent
carry the war so far and no farther, to
watch their number or $1.28 an hour under current minimum."
to Federation researchers that
ADMISSIONS
dwindle by snipers, mortar barrages and
hand grenades from regulations.
in order to fill the gap left in
Mrs. Rosetta Paschall and
Opposition to this bill was
most any village along the way. The
enemy melts away and expressed
the nation's transportation face Baby Boy, Rte. 1, Almo; James
by 20 percent and
NEW YORK (UPI) - Do
only villagers are found who "know nothing"
lities, new entrepreneurs have Lipford, Box 103, Murray; Mrs. visions
about the VC who another 4 percent withheld opinof sugar plums or other
been
moving
have killed part of their number. Multiply
into
the field. At Martha Cain, 427 South 8th, Mur- things dance through the
this by ten, twenty or ion.
heads •
present more than a third of ray; Larry Burkeens Rte. 1, Dex- of adults who go to toyland
thirty times and you have American
Businessmen in Kentucky gave
in
soldiers who curse in frusthese transportation firms are ter; John York, Rte. 8, Benton; quest of Christmas presents?
the proposal 66 percent backing,
tration and are ready to literally kill out a
village, any village.
operating
as sole proprietor Miss Gail Vaughn, Rte. 1, Murwith 30 percent opposed and 4
Probably no visions in the
We do not know what the answer is, but
ships.
ray; Miss Belinda Compton, Rte. selection of a toy, reports the
we do know that this percent undecided.
is the only war we have been engaged
The purpose of the legislation
I, Dover, Tenn.; Ray Barrow, Toy Manufacturers of America
in where the American
Is to permit the hiring of perRte. 1, Puryear, Terms Harley (TM A). Reasons given for
soldier had to fear not only the men, but
also women and children. sons who would not be acceptSmock, Rte. 5, Murray; George purchase of a particular toy. in
Women think nothing of pitching a hand
grenade into a crowd ed into a training program beFarmer, 517 South 7th, Murray; the order of importance,
PLANE
MISSING
of soldiers from the back of her
Mrs. Janice Pratt, Hazel; Ever- according to a TNIA survey of
bicycle. A child is hung with cause they lack the education,
experience or skills ordinarily
grenades and sent into a group of soldiers
Bar keen, Rte. 4, Hazel; Bu- toy-buying adults
ett
BERLIN,
N.H. (UPI)
and exploded along
ford Brown, Box 491, Murray.
with his hand grenades. VC herd women
- Thought the child would
Searcher
s
and
aircraft
scoured
and children ahead of
like it
them to reach American positions.
the rugged White Mountain
•
If the Vietnamese think so
DISMISSALS
It was safe for the child.
National Forest Sunday for a
little of life and think so little of
women and children, then we
The
toy
looked
like fun. •
light plane missing with twol
might just be forced to ignore them
Mrs. Kathleen Dunn, 1015
- The appearance of the toy.
Santa Clauses and a pilot
too, in order to win this war.
Sharpe, Murray; James Manning,
- It looked well-made. '
We might remember too that it
is not too far fetched that By United Press International
"SOME PLAY GOLF"-Alfred aboard.
Hale's Trailer Court, Murray;
- The material it was made
The
plane,
last
this might be a communist fabricati
heard
from
Ross,
63.
--a
mu.i
,
I.n-w4th4h41
on to discredit the war in
Cecil Outland, Rte. 7, Box 15, of
•
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 2, the
road company musical "Fid- during a snowstorm Saturday, Murray;
the minds of more Americans and
Henry
to further divide the people 336th day
Gainer,
looked
It
Rte.
like
it
1,
woule
was
taking
the
two men
dler on the Roof," was deof 1969 with 29 to
of this nation.
Lynn Grove; Mrs. Shelia Grogan, last.
follow.
clared U.S. champion blood dressed as Santa Claus for and Baby Boy,
1711 Johnson
- The price .
The moon is between its last donor by the American J%- parachute jumps over shopping Blvd.,
Murray;
Linzy
Beane,Rte.
centers
in
Burlingto
n and
quarter and new phase.
sceiation of Blood Banks,
5, Murray; Mrs. Jean Bailey and
*
The morning stars are Venus has given 15%. gallons since Benninoton, Vt., and Keene, Baby
Girl, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
N.H.
They
were
identified
as
and Jupiter.
1943. He said, "Some people
Grace Thomas, 104 Spruce, Mu- 'Harvey' revival
The evening stars are Mercuplay golf. I give blood." With Paul Ross of South Portland, rray; Master Joseph
*ENDS TODAY*
Wilson, Ly•
Maine,
and Cliff Phillips of
ry, Mars and Saturn.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)Thjames
him is Louise R. Wilson,
nnville; Mrs. Lovie Pritchella
"LOCK UP YOUR
Pond,
Island
Vt.
On this day in history:
Stewart
and Helen Hayes will
blood technician in Houstoi.
Dexter;
Mrs.
DAUGHTERS"
Carline Bailey,404
The pilot was Kenneth Ward,
In 1804, Napoleon Bonaparte
N. 8th St., Murray; A. K. Beach, star in a stage revival of"Harvey"
Augusta,
Maine.
of
crowned himself Emperor oi
which begins rehearsals in New
Rte. 1, Kirksey.
France at ceremonies in Paris.
York next January.'
In 1851, Napoleon's nephew,
Louis Napoleon, overthrew the
French republic and proclaimec
himself Emperor Napoleon III
In 1942, the atomic age was
born when scientists workins
near a squash court at We
University of Chicago demonstrated a self sustaining nuclear reaction.
In 1964, 2.5 million persons
A Harry Saltzman Pastimes
greeted Pope Paul VI as he
visited Bombay, India.
moo ',Technicolor _Weed
--non Panayleor Artists _t_o_
A thought for the day: Adm.
2hester Nirnitz said, "A ship is
always referred to as 'she'
because it costs so much to
BEAMING IN THE MOONLIGHT The wives of the Apollo 12
keep one in paint and powder."
Bay.
JAW' ITIouslAiii...Thiry-asia-ileisai left-i-Mrsorr- P"
Mon mission-astr,4•trotiThrtrthterTrerreklififfIrrn Ni17.7
,
,4171r
.(Pete, Coniad. Mrs. Richard Gordon
and Mrs Alan
in.
•

Ten Years Ago Today
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

Majority Believes Lower
Rate Would Aid Employment

H

ALMANAC

Cit2MOrtA

* WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY *

"Bate
ofiritai
n."

* Today & Wed.*
"Easy Rider"
* Starts Thurs. t,

UCLA Pic
Third

By STEVE SMILAI
UPI Sports ?in

NEW
YORK (1.11
Carolina is drawee
support in its bid to
UCLA eg the king (
college basketball t
expect the Uclans to
without a fight.
In fact, members
United
Press late
Coaches Rating Board
much of UCLA's ch
repeating as champ
they tabbed Coach Jot
en's Bruins the N. 1
ite 1969-70 preseason r
The Bruins, begin'
etunpaign
without s
.,,,Lew Alcindor, the gl
;guided them to 88 vic
90 games amid an unpre
three straight nationa
pionships, received 1
place votes and a tots
points in the balloting
SO coaches participated.
. The coaches ratite
save South Carolina al
ace votes and 231
Points are awarded on
7-6-5-43-2-1 basis.
• Kentucky, whose tiU
suffered a setback wie
Casey was injured
utomoblle accident in
picked as the No. 3
preseason rating
Udcats tallied three
place votes and 201 poi]
i Defending Big Ten
champion Purdue,
W-scoring Rick Mot
first place votes a
th in the balloting s
points. The Boi/ermakei
followed by New Mexic
with 125 points, Cobra
72, North Carolina *
first-place votes and 63
Davidson with 53, S
California with 51 su
quesne with 43.
- Here by sections a
eoaches who comprise It
10 board
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• Lou Carnesecca, St.
(N.Y.); Bob Harrison HI
Harry Litwack, Temple
Manning,
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IOBIS OUT

„Joni

ATLANTA (UPI).- Th
football season
has
prematurely
for line
Tommy Nobis of the
falcons.
Nobls, who returned to
ast Sunday after being
tined for seven weeks
knee injury, reinjured th
In the game against Bel
and was placea on tne
teserve list for the rem
Ocf the season,

i

"6
i ftenie
Cucko
o

izd Minnelli
Wendell Burton -Tim McIntire

Child's likes
guide the
buyer of toys REGISTER NOW!!
\ \•

NEW TRANSMISSIONS

%%%%%

Free $100(4
CHRISTMAS CLUB
Winner Receives

$200.00
if a member of 1970
Christmas Club'

Join Now!!
Get Your Fre-e .
Christmas Corsage.

SANTA MONICA,
(UPI)- Andy Granatelli,
auto
racing's
most
Innovators, says two of I
racing team's entries
Rex Mays 300-mile r
Riverside Dec. 7 wit
automatic transmissions.
George Follmer of A
Calif., and Sam Posey,
Conn., will handle the GI
11 automatics.

Texas,
And An
Battle 1
NEW YORK (UPI).- Tr
Penn State and Arkansa
set the stage for "Op
National Champion."
All three teams
impressive victories th
week to set up a di
three-way
dogfight to
national title.
Texas,
nation's No. I team, w
Arkansas, the No. 3 dui
Penn State„ ranked
waits for either to falte
UPI national charnpionst
be decided
Ti
next
Ratings are based on
season performances
riot include post-season pl
Texas retained its
ranking, achieved last
ellen Ohio State, the
long leader was ups
convincing fashion. The
liOrns, 9-0, received 2
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UCLA Picked First, UK
Third In UPI Preseason
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

•orts

EY

Weise, St. Bonaventure.
Midlands:
Hank lba, Oklahoma State;
Maury
John,
Drake; Abe
Lemons, Oklahoma City U.:
Ted Owens, Kansas; Norm
Stewart, Missouri.
Midwest
John Dee, Notre Dame; Ray
Meyer, De Paul; Hazy Schmidt,
Illinois; James Snyder, Ohio
University; Fred Taylor, Ohio
State.
Pacific Coast
Steve Belko, Oregon; Hot
B o y d, Southern California;
Howard
Dallmar, Stanford;
Mary Hershman, Washington
State; John Wooden, UCLA.
Rockies:
Jack Gardner, Utah; Phil
Johnson, Weber State; Bill
Stranningan, Wyoming; Russell
Walseth, Colorado; Stan Watts,
Brigham Young.
South:
Frank McGuire, South Carolina; John Oldham, Western
Kentucky; Adolph Rupp, Kentucky; Roy Skinner, Vanderbilt; Dean Smith, North Carolina'.
Southwest
Don Haskins, Texas at El
Paso; Bob King, New Mexico;
Guy Lewis, Houston; Bob
Prewitt, Southern Methodist;
Ned Wulk, Arizona State.

Major League
Trades Hit
Logjam Today

RACERS ROLL OVER TENNESSEE
WESLEYAN IN SEASON OPENER

NEW
YORK (UPI).- South
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Carolina is drawing strong
UPI Sports Editor
support in its bid to dethrone
UCLA as the king of major
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
college basketball but don't
A logjam in player
expect the Uclans to abdicate
trading developed at the vtinter
without a fight.
baseball meetings today as club
In fact, members of the
officials anxious to make swaps
Unffed
Press International
suddenly showed a streak of
Coaches Hating Board think so
caution.
[such of UCLA's chances of
"We've got a lot of time yet,"
repeating as champion that
said the general manager of
they tabbed Coach John Woodone major league club, "we're
ep's Bruins the No. 1 team in
not going to make a deal just
le 1969-70 preseason ratings.
for the sake of shoving the fans
`• The Bruins, beginning the
some new faces. Several deals
litunpaign
are going to be made this week,
without superstar
ew Alcindor, the giant who
but probably not until we shift
lguided them to 88 victories in
the Miami Beach Thursday for
90 games and an unprecedented
the major league meetings,"
three straight national chamThe current minor league
pionships, received 14 firstphase of the winter conclave is
place votes and a total of 259
scheduled to wind up here on
points in the balloting in which
Wednesday, then move into a
30 coaches participated,
three-day major league session
- The coaches rating board
at which relations with the
"gave South Carolina nine first
Players Association and plans
place votes and 231 points.
for revamping the governing
Points are awarded on a 10-94structure of the majors will vie
7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis.
with trades for headlines.
• Kentucky, whose title hopes
Groundword Being Laid
suffered a setback when Mike
The groundwork for several
Casey was injured in an
swaps is being laid here,
however, and among the most
automobile accident in August,
Was picked as the No. 3 team in
promising were these:
A three-way swap involvthe preseason ratings. The
Wildcats tallied three firsting the Atlanta Braves. Oakland
A's, and San Diego Padres. The
place votes and 201 points.
Defending Big Ten ConferBraves would send outfielder
ence champion Purdue, led by
Felipe Alou to the Padres for
Joe Niekro, and then the
high-scoring Rick Mount, got
two first place votes and was
Padres would deal Alou to the
fourth in the balloting with 163
Hams might find that hard to A's for Ted Kubiak.
By MILTON RICHMAN
... A deal that would send
points. The Boilermakers were
understand. Those who do find
UPI Sports Writer
slugger Mike Epstein of the
followed by New Mexico State
It easy.
with 125 points, Colorado with
FORT LAUDERDALE, eta. Ted Williams loves to teach, Washington Senators to the
'72, North Carolina with two 1UPI)- Ted Williams trades tiosand what more is there to New York Yankees for a
first-place votes and 63 points, 'leme way he hits,
teach the same fellow after package including pitching. The
Davidson with 53, Southern
you've taught him all you can? Senators have balked at the
Loose,
California with 51 and DuHe's so loose, he's beautiful, Williams is alloying the Yankees' proposal of Joe
they're Pepitone for Epstein and in
quesne with 43.
and all the other major leaguessessions here because
Here by sections are the moguls and managers ought to something new. He has never turn, the Yankees have nixed
roaches who comprise the 1969- take lessons from him on how really hob-nobbed with owners, giving promising center fielder
and mans- Bobby Maces for Epstein. But
70 board:
to go about swapping ball general managers
'East
before.
the Yankees continue to hanker
ger
s
players, because he's already
Lou Carnesecca, St. John's an expert even though these Does he like the executive for the Bronx-born better and
are believed trying to put
(N.Y.); Bob Harrison Harvard; are the very first baseball branch 01 his Pb?
Harry Litwack, Temple; John meetings he has ever attended.
I'm happy to be back together a "package" that will
thing." land him.
Larry
Duquesne;
Vanning,
One thing about Ted wao in the mix of the whole
lotta things
.. The world champion New
llama, the trader, he doesn't he says "Tbere's a
lot I don't. York Mets' quest for a third
like,
a
I
field
the
off
monkey around.
your own, baseman, dangling pitching as
"He's unbelievable," says one Your time is never
OBIS OUT
American League exec about The press takes up a lot of the bait.
saying I can't
Waiting For Okay
Washington's celebrated, high time, and I'm not
The Braves-A's-Padres trian' ATLANTA (UP1)- The pro strung vice president-manager, get along with the press, but
football season has ended "All the other baseball people there are so many things to do gle appeared to be waiting only
prematurely
for linebacker YOU talk with go through the and you never have enough an okay from A's owner Charlie
You know that Finley on the second part- the
Tommy Nobis of the Atlanta standard
preliminaries
and time to do 'ern,
on?
I feel like 1 Alotefor-Kubiak deal,
went
I
safari
talcoas.
gradually get around to whom
Monday's annual player draft
, Nobis, who returned to action they want, but Williams is cheated the Senators, being
produced no surprises and
lest Sunday after being side- altogether different. He'll walk away a month."
No Close Calls
offered little hope of substantial
lined for seven weeks with a right up to you and without so
Any close calls on the safari? improvement to any team,
knee injury, reinjured the knee much as a how -do -you -do
"No," he laughed. "No close Nineteen players were selected
ln the game against Baltimore he'll come up with, 'Say, I'll
and was placed on the injured trade you this guy for that calls. The closest was when 1 by 15 teams at $25,000 each, a
saw a snake. I just see one and total of $475,000.
teserve list for the remainder one',"
No, 1 choice by the Cleveland
I get jumpy."
Of the season.
Haven't Made Deal
caught Ionians, was lefthanded pitcher
suddenly
Williams
haven't
made
a
The Senators
Houk, the Larry Staab, who had a 13-11
deal here yet but it isn't Ted sight of Ralph
Yankee manager, late Monday record for Spokane of the
Williams' fault.
A newsman asked him a afternoon and got him into a Pacific Coast League.
where they talked In other business today, the
direct question: Would he trade corner
NEW TRANSMISSIONS
Mike Epstein to the Yankees Epstein, Pepitone, Downing anckniner league officials will
consider proposed amendments
Joe Pepitone and Al a few others.
SANTA MONICA, Calif. for
Williams and Houk talked tor to the constitution of their
(UPI)-Andy Granatelli, one of Downing?
nearly ZO minutes, and later _ssociation and continue meet.
most active "Yes, I would," Williams were joined by Lee MacPhailb _ags of the various leagues.
auto racing's
"Personally,
I
can't
answered.
Innovators, says two of the STP
the Yankee general manager,
racing team's entries in the go into the season with the but no agreement was reached.
Rex Mays 300,-tnile race at same personnel. I gotta have
with.
Riverside Dec. 7 will have something new to work
When he finally got up to
My guys did a believe job for
astomatic transmissions.
noticed a
leave, Williams
George Follmer of Arcadia, rue last season but I can't do it newsman who regularly covers
Calif., and Sam Posey, Sharon, with the same guys all over the Yankees.
Conn., will handle the Granatel- again. I gotta have something
"We'll take Murcer for
NEW YORK (UP1)- The
different,"
11 automatics.
Epstein,"
he told him.
Press International 1969United
Those who don't know Wil.
Williams meant Bobby Mur- 70 preseason major college
basketball ratings with first
The Yanks aren't that loose.
place votes in parentheses.
Team
Points
1. UCLA (14)
259
231
2. South Carolina (9)
NEW MANAGER

Major College
Cage Ratings

, NEW YORK (UPI).- Texas,
Penn State and Arkansas have
set the stage for "Operation
National Champion."
All three teams scored
impressive victories this past
week to set tip a dramatic
dogfight for the
three-way
Texas,
the
national title.
nation's No. 1 team, will play
Arkansas, the No. 3 club while
Penn State„ ranked second,
waits for either to falter. The
UPI national championship will
Tuesday.
next
be decided
Ratings are based on regular
season performances and do
not include post-season play.
,Texas retained Its No. 1
ranking, achieved last week
ellen Ohio State, tha seasore
toes leader was upset, in
cdovincing fashion. The LonghOrns, 9-0, received 29 first

Second Half Surge Leads
MSU Past Bulldogs 83-51

Claude Vidren (30) leaped high over Kelly Aldridge (25) of
Tennessee Wesleyan to make this jump shot in last night's basketball opener for the Racers. Murray State won the game
83 51
Phtao t), Wilson Wooley

The Murray State Racer bas- Motor was high score for the
ketball team, coached by Cal Frosh with 24 points and be
Luther, used a second half out- pulled down 13 rebounds. Ken
burst of scoring to romp over Griffin pumped in 19 points
the Bulldogs from Tennewee for the baby Racers while Fred
Wesleyan 83-51 in the first en- Towns had 17 points and 11 recounter between the two schools bounds
at the MSC fieldhouse here last
night.
Varsity Scoring:
Hector Blondett and Claude Murray Stat• (83) - Young
Virden led the Racer attack 17, Riley, Steverson 6, Funnewith 21 and 19 points respect- man 2, Virden 19, Wilson 4.
ively and Jimmy Young pump- WiiHans 4, Blended 21, Johned in 17 for the Tharougabreds son 10, Mancini.
Ron Johnson was big man o
Tennessee Wesleyan (51) the boards for the Racers with Hamilton 7, Chadwell 8, Hus16 rebounds and 10 points.
key 1, Vernon 2, Aldridge 21,
Murray State scored fire on Slack 5, Auburn 7, Bryant 6.
a free throw by Joheteon only
Score By Halves
59 seconds into the game and Murray State ____ 31 52-83
the Racers held their lead for Tenn. Wesleyan __ 24 28-51
the rest of the night.
The biggest advantage for the
Racers in the first half was 13
points which they held at two
different times, 27-14 with 5:50
to gx, in the half and 29-18 with
4:38 remaining.

MAJOR COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RATINGS

Coach Dwain Farmer's Bulldogs narrowed the gap in the
closing minates of the half and
the Racers' lead was cut to 7
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
points, 31-24, at halftime.
Jimmy Young hit 4 field goals United Press International top
in the first five minutes of the 20 major college football teams
second half along with one bas- with first place votes and wonket by Don Funnesnan to put lost-tied record in parentheses.
Murray in front by 15, 41-26, (Eleventh week),
rated sixth, got by Air Force, and the Racers were home free
By STU CAMEN
Team
Points
81-58, as high-scoring Gordon fro inhere on in.
UPI Sports Writer
1. Texas (29) (9-0)
334
Tope hit for all 22 of his points
The largest lead of the night 2. x-Penn St. (3) (10-0)
260
See Jam dribble. ,See John In the first half; the entire 15. for the Racers was 33 points, 3, Arkansas (9.0)
257
man North Carolina squad got 83-51, with 20 seconds left to 4. a-Sou, Cal.
See, 50g3I2
(1)(9-0-1)
215
the
as
act
scoring
inti
the
play in the game.
The script is simple and,
5. x-Ohlo St. (84)
208
Reels
Tar
Every man on the Murray 6. a-Missouri (9-1)
apparently, so is Coach Frank seventh - ranked
193
112Southern,
Florida
mauled
that
dressed
out
for
the
squad
McGuire's master plan for his
7. a-Louisiana St. (9-1)
84
Duquesne
10th-ranked
and
47;
game saw action and the Ra- 8, x-Michigan (8-2)
South Carolina basketball team
80
points
in
20
Nelson's
cers showed some very good 9. a-Notre Dame (8-1-1)
which took the first small step used Gary
76
depth on the bench.
In its quest for a national title routing St. Vincent, 123-55.
10. x-UCLA (8-1-1)
50
Murray
State
hit
28
of
42
Monday
night by defeating
34
In other major games, Santa field goal attempts in the se- 11. a-Tennessee (9-1)
Auburn, 86-64,
12. (Tie) a-Neb. (1) (8-2)
17
Francisco
Clara
San
whipped
cond half for an average of 81.9
, alcGuire's attack revolves
(Tie) x-Autnan (8-2)
17
got by per cent for the half and an
81-55;
Kansas
State
around a talented, sicirmy, 6-foot
14, Stanford (7-2-1)
14
2 junior named John Roche, Marshall, 96- 80;, Villanovai overall average of 52.8 per cent 15. a-Missiosippi (7-3)
13
overl
victory
on
38
baskets
out
of
72
atto
a
57-52
struggled
who, among his other credits,
16. a-Houston (8-2)
9
was named the Atlantic Coast Philadelphia Textile; Ron Beck-[ tempts. Wesleyan hit only 19
field -gpals on 54 aitternpts for
New
Mexico
led
31
points
er's
Conference's Player of the
17. a-Florida (8-1-1)
4
Fernando Valley a 35.2 per cent average.
Year as a sophomore last past San
3
MS11 hit 7 of 12 from the free 18. a-West Vir.(9-1)
LaSall
95-82;
and
State,
season,
beating out North
throw line for 58.3 per cent com- 19. (Tie) x-Purdue (8-2)
83-64.
Iloistra,
whipped
Carolina's brilliant Charlie
(Tie) x-S.D. St. (10-0)
pared with Wesleyan's 13 of
1
Scott for the honor.
a-Denotes completed season,
23 for 56.5 per cent.
Elsewhere, Oklahoma City The Racers controlled the
Roche was at his best for the
Only 34 of 35 coaches cast
Gamecocks' opener, scoring 25 beat Texas Christian, 96-85; backboards with 49 rebounds ballots in this week's voting.
points in addition to setting up Notre Dame topped Minnesota, to 33 for the Bulldogs and Murhis teammates on offense and 84-75; Ohio State beat Wake ray had 19 fouls charged aNEW
YORK (UPI) passing off for some nifty Forest, 96-92; Wisconsi gainst them while Wesleyan col- The NBC network will start its
88-74;
Ball State,
assists. Tom Owens, another downed
lected 10 persons.
"American Rainbow" series of
The Racers next game will one-hour children's specials on
McGuire recruit from New Houston whipped Southwestern
York who played on the same Louisiana, 89.72; Vanderbilt be with the University of Cali- Dec. 27. There will be seven
high school team as Roche, led drubbed The Citadel, 89-58; fornia, Riverside, on Thursday shows, on Saturday mornings,
all scorers with 27 points.
Texas topped Mississippi, 95-84; night, December 4, at Murray with the final scheduled for next
Teams Look Impressive
Utah held off Stanford, 96.94; State.
June 21. One is a play, "The
Freshmen Win
While South Carolina, ranked Weber State beat Sacramento
Boston Spy Party," dealing with
The
Murray State freshmen the American Revolution, in
second
in
the pre-season State, 59-53; and Duke got by
beat Lambeth College of which
ratings, looked impressive, so Virginia Tech, 66-63, in double
Jack Cassidy, Paul Tripp
kson, Tennessee, 8744 in the
did top-rated UCLA, gunning overtime.
and Frank Fontaine will star.
preliminary
game
last
night.
Les
for a fourth straight national
title, but minus Lew Alcindor.
The Bruins had little trouble
thrashing Arizona, 90-65, as
sophomore guard Henry Bibby,
showing no signs of openingnight jitters in his first varsity
contest, hit on five of his first
six field goal attempts as
UCLA jumped to a quick 24-9
lead. Bibby finished with 15
points while teammate Sidney
Wicks paced the Bruins with 21
Steve
Patterson, the
and
successor to Alcindor, had 12
points and 18 rebotuids.
Kentucky, ranked third,
helped Adolph Rupp begin his
40th season as head coach on a
winning note as All-America
201 candidate Dan Issel scored 34
163 points in the Wildcats' 106-87
125 triumph over West Virginia and
72 fourth-ranked Purdue needed
63 nearly every one of Rick
53 Mount's 29 points to subdue
51 Tulsa, 77-74.
43
Others Are Victorious
Near to where you are.
SE
All other ranked teams came
No matter where you are.
31 through with opening night
30 victories as fifth-rated New
29 Mexico State whipped Oklaho22 ma Christian, 96-58; Colorado,
21

Gamecocks Defeat Auburn,
WildcatOop W. Virginia

Sports Parade

Texas, Penn State
And Arkansas Will
Battle For Crown
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FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla, 3. Kentucky(3)
)
(1.7P1)- Earl Torgeson, a for- 4. Perdue(2
mer major league first base- 5, New Mexico St.
man, will manage the Clinton, 6. Colorado
Iowa, Pilots of the Class A 7. North Carolina (2)
Midwest League during the 1970 8, Davidson
9, Southern Cal
season.
The Clinton team is a farm 10. Duquesne
club of the Seattle Pilots. 11. Santa Clara
Torgeson, appointed to the 12. Kansas
managership Friday, played in 13. Marquette
major leagues with the 14. St. John's (N.Y.)
the
place votes from 34 members
Phillies, Tigers, White 15. Villanova
Braves,
Press
of the 35-man United
16. St, Bonaventure
Yankees.
and
Sox
International board of coaches.
17, (Tie) Arizona
zo
One coach did not vote this
(Tie) New Mex,
zo
week.
NEW CONTRACT
19
19. Louisville
Penn State, which completed
18
20. Leslie
Its second consecutive unbeaten
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UP!)..Others receiving points: Ohio
season, retained second with Vanderbilt University, express- State, Drake, Florida State,
three first place votes and 260 ing confidence with the job Utah, California, Western Kenpoints, three more than third done by head football Coach tucky, Pacific, Seattle, Dayton,
lace Arkansas (257).
Bill Pace, gave the coach a new Duke, Long Beach, Oregon
was contract extending the pact State, Houston, Illinois, NebranSouthern
California
fourth, followed by Ohio State, through the 1976 season.
ka, Pacific, Iowa, Washington,
Missouri, Louisiana State, Pace, head coach of the Georgia, Brigham Young, Utah
Michigan, Notre Dame and Commodores the past three State, Jacksonville, Washington
UCLA.
years, developed a team which Slate, Texas ALM, Cincinnati,
Five coaches from each of scored 242 points this season, Tennessee, Texas El Paso.
the seven geographical areas of most for any Vanderbilt time
the nation comprise the UPI since 1950.
ratings board. Each week they
Nllt: estimates that color teleselect the top 10 teams in the
vision households in this country
nation with points awarded on a
he first opening of land for numbered 22,200,000 as of_
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis on vot- shite people in Oklahoma wag Oct. 1. 'That's '37.5 per cent of
es from first through 10th.
1pril 22....1/111%
'
all video homes.

diolo

KIN
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Mrs. Emma Knight
Program Leader At
Women's Meeting

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Special Service
Program Given At
The WSCS Meet

The Women's Society of
The Women's Society of
Service of the First
Christian
Christian Service of the Good
Church met
Methodist
United
Methodist
United
Shepherd
Tuesday evening at 7:30 for a
Church met Tuesday, Novemspecial Thanksgiving Serricek
ber 18, at two o'clock in the afMrs. William Britton, presider,
ternoon.
A
over a short business
presided
Mrs. Emma Knight was leadsession.
er for the program on the subThe Hannah Circle presented
ject, "Where the Need Is devotion with Mrs. Joe
the
Go".
The
That Is Where We
opening the program
Keeslar
purposes of the program were
with a prayer of Thanksgiving.
to highlight the far flung plac"Five Grains of Corn", the subTuesday, December 2
es in the world where the Woject of the inspiring devotion,
of
nurses
practical
participating
Licensed
men's Division
was presented by Mrs. Lewis
UniverAssockeen
their
The Murray Branch of American
district 17 will have
in missions through the MethoBeyers, Mrs. Fred Morton, Mrs.
sity Women presents a magazine and book cart to the MurChristmas party at the Holiday
dist Church and to point out
James Statler, Mrs. Nolen Har
Mass Linda Kay Holden
ray-Galloway County Hospital. Mrs. Inez Claxton, president,
Inn at seven o'clock in the
the need for Methodist women
vey, and Mrs. Keeslar.
gift
to
$2.00
and Mrs. Judith Beam, committee chairman, Sr. making
Bring
a
evening.
help
to pledge their support to
The theme of the program
the presentation to Mr. J. Field Montgomery, Hospital Adexchange.
wherever needed, the leader
"Old Fashion Thanksgiving"
• ••
ministrator.
said.
was given by members of the
The Elm Grove
Participating on the program
Alice Waters Circle. This was
1:30
at
meet
will
Church
with Mrs. Knight were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Holden of
carried out in decoration and
Ruth Wilson, Mrs. Libby Ma Almo announce the engagemeat at the church with Mrs.
dress of participants, Mrs. C.
hen, Mrs. Dorothy Dunn, Mrs. of their daughter, Linda Kay, to Futrell as the leader.
B. Ford, Mrs. A. C. La Follette,
• ••
Gladys Dunn, and Mrs. Kathryn Jerry David Humphrey, son of
Mrs. Euva Alexander, Mrs. Don
Group II of the Christian WoA birthday dinner was given Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Humphrey of
Robinson,
and Mrs. William E
the
of
Fellowship
men's
The next meeting wW be the Benton.
on Thanksgiving Day for Carl
Moffett. The history of ThanksThe American Association of Miller of 400 South 4th Street, Christmas program in the home . Miss Holden is a 1968 grad- Christian Church will meet at
giving was given beginning with
University Women was found- Murray by his wife.
of Mrs, Libby Mahan on Tues- uate of Calloway County High the home of Mrs. Marvin Fulton
the Biblical times. Many of the
collo&
Carman
as
Mrs.
A.
with
ed in 1882 to open the doors
day, December 16, at one p.m. School and attended Murray
ancient Thanksgiving customs
• ••
two p.m. Mrs. Harlan
tess
at
of education to women and to Guests were their daughter
State University for a year.
were described and the foundawill give the lesson.
Hodges
unite the alumnae of different and family, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Job done
She is presently employed by
tion of our American Thanks
•••
institutioos for "practical edu- Anderson and son, Jody, o f
giving celebration was presentHOLLYWOOD
(UPI)- Dr. Louis C. Ryan.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orcation work".
Murray, Mr. and Mrs Esma
Mr. Humphrey is a 1964 graed.
Shelley
Winters
completed
her
der of the Rainbow for Girls
Today there are more than Williams and children, Vennitduate of South Marshall High will meet at the Masonic Hall
The altar was beautifully de170,000 members, organized in ta, Timmy, Melissa, and Lydia role in "Nobody Loves Flipping
School and is presently employ- at
corated with various harvest
seven
p.m.
1650 branches in the fifty of Clarksville, Tenn., Mr. and Eagle" and left for New York to
the General Tire and Rub•••
foods
depicting
the
first
states, District of Columbia and Mrs. W. T. Futrell and chil- begin rehearsals for "Minnie's ed at
Company at Mayfield.
ber
Thanksgiving. The Ruth WilThe Goshen United Methodist
Guam. AAUW lists over 1140 dren, Holly, Kathy, Sandra and Boys."
A December wedding is be Church WSCS is scheduled
son Circle and Brooks Cross
colleges and universities whose Barbara of
*5*
Murray.
ing planned.
Circle were in charge of altar
at
meet
at
the
church
women graduates are eligibie
There are 2,790,54 car, bus
Mr. Miller received several
No formal invitations are be- pm.
decorations.
for membership. Kentucky has
and truck drivers in Massachu- ing sent, but all friends and re•••
Following the program, destwenty-one listed, Murray State nice gifts.
setts.
latives are invited.
sert was served at individual
The Delta Department of the
University being one of them
•••
tables centered with candles
There are sixteen branches in
Murray Woman's Club will meet
and greenery. The Mary Leona
the state.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Frost, Mettle Belle Hayes, and
Four areas of interest encomHostesses will be Dr. Mary EliWesleyan Circles were in charge
zabeth Bell, Mrs. Helen Benpass the Association's program
of serving.
and define AAUW traditional
nett, Mrs. William B. Britton
Miss Frances Kay Burkeen
Approximately fifty persons
Miss Calera Eagle, Miss Ruble
commitments. They are Higher
signed the register. Mrs. Justin
Smith, and Mrs. Edd Glover
Education, Community ProMr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
Burkeen
of
Dexter
Route
One
announce
• ••
W. Stuart, vice-president, dirMiss Angie Hamilton was the
blems, World Problems a n d
the engagement of their daughter, Frances Kay, to Gene A. Hill,
honoree at a party on her third
The Heppe Department of the son of Mr. and Mrs. Amos trill, 916 North 18th Street, Murray. ected the arrangements for the
Cultural Interests.
birthday held in the home .f Murray Woman's Club will have
Purchasing the magazine cart
Miss Burkeen is a senior at Calloway County Higle School service.
•••
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James an open meeting at the club
for the Murray-Calloway County
Mr. Hill is a 1968 graduate of Murray University Higt
Ray
Hamilton
on
Belmont
Hospital is the current commhouse with the "Kids, Carols 'n School and is presently employed at the Benton Auto Suppe
'"....""ers•aroseaa'N•••••••••esere,......„,.....asseeees""ea••••
•••••••
‘
ea-0-.....4
Von Sydow in 'Fate'
Drive on Tuesday, November Claus". Hostesses will be Mes- Company.
unity project. Each member is
25, at three-thirty o'clock in the Games Richard Knight, Glenn
also contributing magazines awl
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Max
A June wedding is planned.
afternoon.
books. Reading material for all
Rogers, Bobby Toon, Charles D.
Von Sydow, who played Christ
Many games were played Outland, Robert J. McCoart,
ages as well as picture books
in "The Greatest Story Ever
at seven p.m.
with the winners being Mike and James Stahler.
for children can be used in the
Told," will star in "Man's Fate"
•
•
•
•
•
•
Ramsey and Tammy Thornton.
hospital.
Earnest Phillips of Murray for MGM.
Friday, December 5
The living room and dining
-.College graduates interested'
The Annie Armstrong Group
Five was dismissed SunRoute
Church
Baptist
Flint
The
area were beautifully decotated of the First Baptist Chur
in AAUW membership may
;
l
* * *
the Western Baptist
day
from
of
week
the
close
WMS
will
balloons.
with
crepe
paper
and
contact Mrs. Judith Beam,
WMS will meet at the home of
underPaducah.
He
Hospital,
church
at
the
programs
prayer
Ice cream, cake, and puncle Mrs. W. J. Pitman at 7:30 p.m.
The United States produced
membership chairman 436-2356
went surgery on Monday, Nov- 3.3 billion barrels
By Abigail Van Buren
• ••
at 10:30 a.m.
were served to the guestee L: •
after 4:00 p.m., or Mrs. Inez
of oil in1968,
•
•
•
ember
24.
Mise Hamilton received malty
Claxton, president, 762-6283.
most in the world.
The First Baptist Church
•
•
•
• ••
The Nature's Pallette Garden
DEAR ABBY I am very much in love with a man who is
lovely gifts.
WMS will meet at the church
Mr. and Mrs. Frank White
Those present were Mine at 9:30 am. with Mrs. Hugh Club will have its Christmas
to be my father. We want very much to get
old
enough
1.
potluck luncheon at the Com- and children, Dawn, Laura, and
Ramsey, Jackie Ramsey, Vile- Noffsinger as, leader.
married, but my parents disapprove of him because of the
muneyiCentet at nene:a.m. weth Will, of Arlington, Texas, and
rie King, Tammy Thornton,
••
difference in our ages Abby We have been in love for over a
Mc,xiand.-Mrs.... Wayne Stitaceacr
Ira Douglas and Mrs.
Mrs.
-TimmyThornton,
Stevie
Jones,
Wednesday, December 3
year now and if this isn't "love" I will be satisfied with
and
'chaffeep, Erie,- Sam, and
Each
memhostesses.
Knight
as
Allen McCiard, Darrell Dugger,
The ladies bridge 61 Murray
whatever it is for the rest of my life.
Lisa Morehead, Tina Morehead, Stite University will meet at ber is to bring a covered dish Martha Elizabeth, of Mobile,
We enjoy the same things, and have beautiful fun
Sondra Carrico and Mike Car- 7:30 p.m. in the SUB cafeteria. and Mrs. S. L Horn will furn- Ala., were the holiday guests
of Mrs. White's and Mrs. Streettogether. He is kind, loving, unselfish, and I KNOW we could
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Paschall of
rico.
If not contacted, call by Wed- ish rolls. Mrs. L. E. Fisk will
be happy. So how important is age?
IN LOVE
Almo Route One are the parThe hostess was Mrs. James nesday noon to Mrs. Jmas Arm- give the lesson on "Decoupage'. ner's mother, Mrs. Aggie Lee
•• •
Paschall. The White family alRay Hamilton, assisted by Mrs bruster 753-5128, Mrs. Don
ents of a baby boy, Jefferson
DEAR IN LOVE: Age IS important, but it's not ALL
Grove Baptist so visited his father, Porter
Shame, weighing eight pounds
Eugene Scott. Mothers present Hunter 753-5918, or Mrs. E. B. The Elm
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m. White, and sister, Mrs. Bill
ten ounces, born on Saturday, IMPORTANT. You don't say how "young" you are-or bow
were Mrs. Jerry Morehead and Howton 753-7900.
"old" he is. Netther do yea give me a clew concerning bow
November 29, at 10:40 a.m. at
et the church with Mrs. Bessie Wyatt and family.
Mrs. Elmo Thornton.
•••
• ••
•••
selesufreient
you
are.
independent,
and
County
mature,
experienced,
Murray-Callovray
as the leader.
Colson
the
The Elm Grove Baptist
•
•
•
Luther
Downs
of Murray has
Hospital.
Have you dated many men? Have you ever been out in the
Church will meet at 7:00 p.m.
been dismissed from Lourdes
Club
will
Wives
Waiting
The
business world? What's his track record? Past marriages?
at the church with Juanita Lee
They have another son, Darmeet with Mrs. Ann Kelly Hod. Hospital, Paducah.
Children? Grandchildren, maybe! [Could you.-and WOULD
as the leader.
•••
son, 1202 Peggy Ann Drive, at
ren, age five. The father is em• ••
you be willing to support him if you had to?) These are all
Robert
Taylor of Mur
Mrs.
Division
Murray
ployed at the
The Cherry Corner Baptist seven p. M. •••
very Important factors. Clew me in, and 1'11 be able to give
ray Route Five has been a patof the Tappan Company.
Church WMS is scheduled to
you an answer.
The Senior Citizens Club will lent at the Lourdes Hospita,,
meet at the church at seven
Made Nowhere but
Grandparents are Mr. a n 4
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Workrian
meet at the Murray Woman's Paducah.
P.
111Mrs. Oxie Paschall and Mr. and
of
Ammo
for
a
potnoon
Route
One
House
at
Club
•• •
DEAR ABBY: I would like to comment on the woman
announce
Mrs. Raymond Starks, all of
the engagement and approach
who wanted to beeastfeed her adopted child.
The Faxon Mothers Club will luck dinner. A party will fol.
Murof
Oglesby
Henry
Almo.
ing marriage of their graad- meet at the Bellool at 1:30 p. re. low. Hosts will be Mr. and Mrs. MARK EVERY GRAVE
When I was a young girl I had a female Cocker Spaniel
ray is a great grandfather.
daughter, Miss Cyndy Mather,
•• •
0. C. idcLemore, Bryan Tolley,
who was getting on in years. Then someone gave me a kitten
to Billy Carrot, son of Mr. and
Loehie Hart, Goldia Curd, Olive
The
Flint
Baptist
Church
•••
which was two days old. I placed the kitten in the same box
Keeps six to eight weeks on
Mrs. Hafford Carrot of Almo WMS will meet at the church Hagan, and Dollie Haley.
with the Cocker Spaniel and I thought it was "cute" the way
•••
the shelf) Stores better undMr. and Mrs. William M.
I:oute One.
at
seven
p.
m.
the kitten kept tryingtq."nurse" on the Cocker Spaniel.
er refrigeration.
Laird II, 1605 Catalina Drive,
Miss Mather is a 1969 gradThe First Baptist Church
•••
announce the birth of a son,
After three days, the milk came in' I could hardly
uate of Calloway County High
WMS will meet at 9:30 a. m. at
Thursday, December 4
William Shane, weighing eight
believe it because that Cocker Spaniel had not had pups for a
School and is presently attendthe church with Mrs. Ray P.
The
Elm
Grove
Baptist
pounds six ounces, horn on Frileader.
ing Murray State University.
long time. Besides, I never knew a dog could nurse a cat!
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m. Moore as the• •
Since 1884
•
day, November 28, at 12:58 pm
Mr. Carrot is also a 1969 gra- at the church with Stella FutAbby, that kitten was nursed by the dog until he was a
County
-Calloway
at the Murray
duate
Murray
of
Marble
Calloway
County
High
full grown cat.
rell as the leader.
Hospital.
School and is now employed by
• ••
Saturday, December 6
I witnessed this with my own eyes, but when I told my
Works
the Murray Division of the Tap- The Annual Bell-Ringer beneOrs. Richard and Mary Broehusband [who is a medical doctor of many years practice],
BUILDERS OF FINE
The new father is employed
pan Company.
ringmeyer
will
be
hosts
fit card party will be held at
for the
MEMORIALS
he laughed at me.
with Murray Cablevision.
The wedding will be solemniz- the Woman's Club House at monthly meeting of District
Porter White - Manager
After he read that item in your column pertaining to
Grandparents are Mr. and
ed on Saturday, December 27, 1:30 p.m. Dessert will be serv- Chiorpractic Association at the
'753-2i2
111 Maple St
humans, he said in a much more humble tone, If it could
Mrs. William M. Laird and Mr
at two o'clock in the afternoon ed first. Canasta and
Grecian Steak Rouse.
bridge
• ••
and Mrs Slater Murphy, Jr., all
happen with humans, I suppose it could happen with
at the Elm Grove Gaped may be played. Prizes will be
of Memphis, Tenn. Dr. an d
Church. A reception will foliate given for high at each table. A
animals." Thank you, Abby.
The Welcome Wagon NewMrs. S. A. Murphy of Memphis,
in the fellowship hall of the bell ringing will stop the
"VINDICATED" IN SANTA ANA
game comers Club will have a buffet
Tenn., and Mrs James K. Laird
church.
dinner at the Holiday Inn at
grandof Hickman are great
All friends and relatives are
7:30 p.m For reservations conDEAR
ABBY
It
didn't
surprise
m
me
to
read
at
3:30
p
Make
in
your
reservations
parents.
invited to attend the wedding
tact Mrs. M D. Hassell 753by calling one of the following
column where a woman who had never borne a child was
and the reception.
5640 by November 30.
Mrs. Len ye! Yates, Mrs. Freed
•••
able to nurse an adopted baby. I once saw an old range mare
•••
Cotham, Mrs. L. C. Hendon
who had been barren for years adopt an orphan colt and
The Goshen United Methodist
Tickets $1.25 Funds to be used
raise it on milk which seemed to have come in through a
Church WSCS will have a
community projects of the
for
miracle.
DUDLEY, AN OLD COW POKE
Christmas bazaar and bake sale
Garden Department of the Murat the home of Mrs. Dossie
ray Woman's Club.
Wheatley. 80'7 Poplar Street,
• ••
DEAR ABBY: I belong to a car pool in which there is
The Mason's Chapel United
one mother who is giving us all fits. She will pick up the
Town and Country Home- at nine a.m.Coffee will be serv
The
Methodist Church Women's Socmakers Club will meet at the ed.
children at school and then proceed to do her marketing, pick
-----------• ••
iety of Christian Service held
of Mrs. Ronald Geenens
home
up
her
dry
cleaning,
pay,
a
few
bills,
and
so
on.
Sometimes
The
an impressive pledge service
The #1 Selling
Murray
Star
Chapter
No.
433
fer a potluck dinner.
she doesn't bring the children back until dark. In the
under the leadership of Mrs.
rder of the Eastern Star will
•••
Import Truck
meantime, we mothers are half out of our minds for fear
Karen Coles at a recent meethave
its pre-Christmas party at
Baptist
The First
Church
AgORe
there's been an accident, so we are on the telephone calling
ing.
WMS will meet at the church the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
After the pledge service was
Each
each other and waiting..
woman
is
to
bring
a
pie
at 9:30 a. m. with Km. Robert
hostess can help you
held, the business session was IL Billingbon as the leader.
and drinks will be furnished by
Is there some nice way we can tell this thoughtless
Housewives: You can now
over the anxiety of getconducted
by
the
president,
the chapter. Men's and ladies'
, • ••
woman to do all her errands BEFORE she picks up the
get
Half St Half weeks ahead
ting
acquainted
in
new
Mrs. Coles.
children at school"
The Immasuel Lutheran Wo- gifts will be•exchanged.
with
no danger of spoilage.
SPOKESWOMAN
•
•
surroundings and make
Members present were Mrs. men's Missionary League
will
you
feel
Claretta
Newport,
at
Mrs.
Eva
Boy
"Home
Scout
Troop
77
will
hold
DEAR SPOKESWOMAN: Don't worry about trying to
have its Christmas party at the
Sweet Home," again.
Craig, Secs. Eupal Underviaod, home of Mrs. Marilyn Adams, its newspaper drive and anyfled a "nice" way to tell this woman that she is out of line.
Mrs. Jenne Lou Carter, Mis. 1603 Miller, at 7:30 p. in.
one having old newspapers to
After once opened, its life
Just tell her that if she cannot manage to bring the children
She will bring gifts and
Lottie Craig, Mrs. Frankie
• •
donate is asked to call the Fir;t
is the same as regular Half
vital
directly home from school in the future, she had better find
information
from
Adams, and Mrs. Karen Cules. The Flint Baptist Church Christian Church 753-3824 to
and Hall.
your neighborhood busiother transportation for bet child. because YOUR car peel Is
Hostess for the meeting was WMS will meet at the church leave your name and address.
ness
and
civic
OUT,
leaders.
Mrs. Frankie Adams.
• ••
Call
Dove a Oatsun then decide at
What's your problem? You'll feel better if yew get it off
Phone 753-2378
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box mos, Los Angeles, Cal.
Top support,
went. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Prtleo
envelope.
Company
The Most
Arinendariz Jr., son of the late
Phone 753-127g
Famous Basket
Mexican
actor,
signed
for
a
top
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
in the World
I
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Ph 753-7114
Grade "A" Division
Kaow," seed It to Abby, tiox maw. Los Angeles, Cal. Mee. supporting role in `Ghisum . for
Have
It
We
-We
Will
Get
It
-Or
It
Can't Be Had 6
.
1 16_
arner Bros.

Burkeen-Hill Engagement

Holden-Humphrey
Vows Are Planned

Murray AAUW
Gives Cart To
Murray Hospital

Carl Miller Is
Honored At Dinner

tot

sca

Angie Hamilton Is
Honoree At Party
On Her Birthday

Reader's question
pOses many others

PERSONALS

ALL NEW
ALL-JERSEY

Half & Half

Cyndy Mather And
Billy Carrot To
Be Married Soon

in Murray, Ky.

Now40% more power
for finding
thefun spots.
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Mrs. Karen Coles
Leader At Program

Foil Lined Carton to
Insure Freshness

DATSUN

LASSITER McKINNEY
DATSUN

Linda Adams

WALLIS DRUG

Ryan Milk

I.
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order
Sal
Mond
1
5-0c
Dec. 6
15-Ju
Nov.
24; 2
June 5
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Here's Order Of Call
WASHINGTON, Dec 1 - Following is the
order of call for 1970 military induction determined by the
Selective Service system's birth date lottery drawing
Monday night:
1-Sept. 14; 2-April 24; 3-Dec. 30; 4-Feb. 14;
5-Oct. 18.
6-Sept. 6; 7-Oct, 26; 8-Sept. 7; 9-Nov. 22; 10Dec. 6; 11-Aug. 31; 12-Dec. 7; 13--July 8; 14-April 11;
15-July 12. 16-Dec. 22; 17-Jan. 15; 18-Sept. 26; 19Nov. 1; 20-June 4; 21-Aug. 10; 22-June 26; 23-July
24; 24-Oct. 5; 25-Feb. 19; 26-Dec. 14; 27-July 21; 28June 5; 29-March 2; 30-March 31; 31-May 24; 32-April
1; 33-March 17; 34-Nov. 2; 35-May 7; 36-Aug. 24; 37May 11; 38-Oct. 30; 39-Dec. 11; 40-May 3; 41-Dec.
10. 42-July 13; 43-Dec. 9; 44-Aug. 16; 45-Aug. 2; 46
-Nov. 11; 47-Nov. 27; 48-Aug. 8; 49-Sept, 3; 50-July
7; 51-Nov. 7; 52-Jan. 25; 53-Dec. 22; 54-Aug. 5; 55May 16.
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56-Dec. 5; 57-Feb. 23; 58-Jan. 19; 59-Jan. 24;
60-June 21; 61-Aug. 29; 62-April 21; 63-Sept. 20;
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12; 73-June 17; 74-April 27; 75-May 19; 76-Nov.
77-Jan. 28; 78-Dec. 27; 79-Oct. 31; 80-Nov. 9; 81April 4; 82-Sept. 5; 83-April 3; 84-Dec. 25; 85-June 7;
86-Feb. 1; 87-Oct. 6; 88-July 28; 89-Feb. 15; 50-APri
18; 91-Feb. 7; 92-Jan. 26; 93-July 1; 94-Oct. 28;
95-Dec. 24; 96-Dec. 16; 97-Nov. 8; 98-July 17; 99Nov. 29.
100-Dec. 31; 101-Jan. 5; 102-Aug. 15; 103-May 30;
104--June 19; 106-Dec. 8; 106-Aug. 9; 107-Nov. 16;
108-March 1; 109-June 23; 110-June 6; 111-Aug. 1;
I12-May 17; 113-Sept. 15; 114-Aug. 6; 115-July 3;
116-Aug. 23; 117-Oct. 22; 118-Jan. 23; 119-Sept, 23;
120-July 16; 121-Jan. 16; 122-March 7; 123-Dec. 28;
124-April 13; 125-Oct. 2; 126-Nov. 13; 127-Nov. 14; 128
-Dec. 18; 129-Dec. I; 130-May 15; I31-Nov. 15; 132Nov. 25; 133-May 12; 134-June 11; 135--Dec. 20; 136March 11; 137-June 25; 138-Oct. 13; 139-March 6;
140-Jan. 18; 141-Aug. 18; 142-Aug. 12; 143-Nov. 17;
144-Feb. 2; 145-Aug. 4; 146-Nov. 18; 147-April 7; 148
-April 16; 149-Sept. 25; 150-Feb. 11; 151-Sept. 29;
152-Feb. 13; 153-July 22; 154-Aug, 17; 155-May 6.
156-Nov. 21; 157-Dec. 3; 158-Sept. 11; 159-Jan.
2: 160-Sept. 22; 161-Sept. 2; 162-Dec. 23; 163 Dec. 13;
164-Jan. 30; 165-Dec. 4; 166-March 16; 167-Aug. 28;
168-Aug. 7; 189-March 15;-170--March 26; 171-Oct. 15;
172-July 23; 173-Dec. 26; 174-Nov. 30; 175-Sept. 13;
176-Oct. 25; 177-Sept. 19; 178-May 14; 179-Feb. 25;
180-June 15; 181-Feb. 8; 182-Nov. 23; 183-May 20;
184-Sept. 8; 185-Nov. 20; 186-Jan. 21; 187-July 20;
188-July 5; 189-Feb. 17; 190--July 18; 191-April 29;
192-Oct. 20; 193-July 31; 194-Jan. 9; 195-Sept. 24:
196-Oct. 24; 197-May 9; 198-Aug. 14; 199-Jan. 8; 200March 19; 201-Oct. 23; 202-Oct. 4; 203-Nov. 19; 204Sept. 21; 205-Feb. 27.
206-June 10; 207-Sept. 16;
. 209-June 30;
208-April 30
210-Feb.

4;

211-Jan. 31;
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permanent conservation practicpost he held at the time of his
es. "We hope to raise this perdeath.
centage still higher," he said.
To help achieve this aim, the
Federal share for temporary practices, such as installation of
seasonal or annual vegetative
cover, will be limited to 30 percent of cost, except for low inThe Chairman of the County come farmers.
PRINCETON, Ky., Dec. 1 Agricultural
Stabilization and
In general, cost-sharing for William F. (Bill) Brown, prinCouserration Committee, 011ie enduring practices, such as putt- cipal of Caldwell County High
C. Hall, has listed the following trig in perennial grasses for per- School for eight
years until ill
aims for the recently announced manent cover, will continue at a health forced his retirement
in
Agricultural Conservatioo Pro- 50 percent rate. "About one- 1967, died at 2 p.m. today at
gram (ACP) for 1970: stronger fourth of the national ACP funds Caldwell County War Memorial
emphasis on enduring conserva- already are used for installing Hospital. He was 45.
A native of Princeton, Brown
tion practices, addition, of meas- permanent
vegetative cover,"
ures for abatement of water or said the ASC Chairman. Some attended Murray State College
air pollution, continued encoura- of the other enduring conserva- where he was graduated in 1951
gement for low-income farmers tion practices include construct- With a Master's Degree.
to do needed conservation work; ion of farm and wildlife ponds,
During World War II, Brown
development of special conserva- putting in trees and shrubs for served with the U.S. Air Force,
tion projects having community- forestry purposes or to prevent and was a turret gunner aboard
wide benefits. "With the recent erosion, and improvement of ex- a 8-17 bomber in the European
announcement of the program isting cover on farmlands and Theatre.
by Secretary of Agriculture, Cli- livestock ranges.
Following his graduation from
,
ar
fford U. Hardin, farmers were
Chairman Hall said that gener- Murray, Brown was engaged in
assured of the continuation of this ally the Government shares about the clothing business here for
"MISS WORLD" A 20-yearconservation program on farm- one-half the cost of the approved several years.
old Austrian model, Eva
lands. Under ACP the Federal conservation measures, but that
Re u ber-Staier, beams after
He was named Caldwell CounGovernment shares approxima- low-income farmers may be elig- ty High principal in
she is crowned "Miss World
1959 and
tely half the cost of needed con- ible to receive up to 80 percent served with distinction
1969" at the Royal Albert
until a
servation work with farmers who of the total cost.
Hotel in
London. "Miss
heart ailment forced him to step
Install approved
measures,"
U.S.A.,- Gail Rensavi, of ArThe ASC Chairman said most down in 1967. He was then apsaid the ASC Committee Chair- farmers are well aware of
lington, Vit., took second
pointed supervisor of instruction
man.
place
value of conservation work on for Caldwell County schools, a
c,ibiephoto)
their farms and the part ACP
man said, "traffic and criminal
Basic authorization for water can play. He said he hoped the
arrests have lumped about 118
and air pollution - abatement general public would come to be
per cent, while a hoped for inpractices have been included in as interested. "It's everybody's
crease in police strength - dimthe
Agricultural Conservation tax money that is used for ACP.
We would like everybody to know
inished by retirement, resignaProgram for 1970.
ACP is administered with the
tion and dismissal - bas climbed ooly about 15 per cent."
"ACP practices have always interest of the public in mind."
An announcement is expected
The KSP , he said, is running
includad measures to help stop
in
the near future on the date
far behind a 1954 recommendasaid,
pollution," Mr. Hall
'but
tion by the National Safety Counthe first aim of these measures when county ASC officiaLs may
cil that the State Police needed
was stopping soil erosion or begin approving farmers' applicBy Leonard Kimball
at least 800 men to do the job
conserving water. For instance, ations for 1970 ACP cost-sharKentucky's top manhunters, at that time.
putting in permanent vegetative ing"Today , nearly 15 years latcover is an ACP practice to prethe Kentucky State Police, have
vent soil erosion. However, it
launched what appears to be one er," he said, "we still have
MOM A.ND POP TOs.re
also helps stop water pollution
of the biggest manhunts of their fewer than 600 men of whom
t1-year-history - a search of ZOO only 385 uniformed troopers and
by keeping silt out of runoff, ME ALI-ABOUT THIS __ IT'S
44 detectives are available to
water.
new troopers.
Announcement of the massive fill statewide patrol or invest"Now a farmer will be able
4ecru1ting effort was made by igative assignments - an impoto have a practice aimed directPublic Safety Commissioner Wi- ssible figure," he said, "viten
ly at fighting pollution, but including soil or water conservalliam 0. Newman who said, "fin- you consider this means that
tion benefits - or he may choose
ancing recruitment, training, eq- each trooper must cover about
uipment and pay for the new men 1500 miles of roadway."
a practice primarily for the soil
The current recruiting effort
$2':5 mifilon
or water conservation benefits
'Could run as Ugh
but which may also help fight air
over the next biennium"-a figure is aimed at men in the 21-30
pollution.
that is certain to dominate, he year-old age group who can meet
physical an
In discussing the principle posays, the department's budget the educational,
mental standards set by the state
proposal in the legislature.
ints of the 19/0 ACP, Mr. Hall
said that currently about 87 pere
The decision to push for ano- police. Salaries range from $530
!re'
reacki
toosorr
ther 200 men, Newman said, monthly upon graduation from
cent of ACP money is used for
•
was based on the lagging man- the state police academy at Fra"."
nkfort to a maximum of $745 for
power level which seriously
neatens the effectiveness of th ten-year veterans. Uniforms and
equipment are furnished.
KSP.
Interested persons are urged
to"fiince December 107." NoW

Princeton
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Dies At45

ACP Program
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U.S. SAVINGS
BONDS

212-Feb. 16; 213--March 8:
214-Feb. 5; Jan. 4-216Feb. 10; 217-March 30, 218-4
April 10; 219-April 9; 220Oct. 10; 221-Jan. 12; 222Jan. 28;
arch 28; 224Jan. 6; 222
5
2
-3
-4.1; 226-May
29; 227-July 19; 228-June 2;
229-Oct. 29; 230-Nov. 24;
231-April 14; 232-Sept. 4;
233-Sept. 27; 234-Oct. 7;
235-Jan. 17; 236-Feb. 24; by J. Robert (Bob) Miller
•
237-Oct. 11; 328-Jan. 14; 239
-Macch,.20; 240-Dec. 19; 2*
We've passed the time Of tra-Octant 242-Sept. 12; 243- ditional Thanksgiving observanOct. 21. 244-Oct. 3i 245-Oct.
ce everywhere and now are head". 26; 246-Sept. 18; 247-June
Yuletide decorations already are
22; 248--July 11; 248-June 1.
out in many communities and in
250-May 21; 251-Jan. 3;
most all stores.
252-April 23; 253-April 6;
I mention the two seasons to.I! 254-Oct. 16; 255-Sept. 17;
gether, because the Thanksgiving
e 256-March
23;
257-Sept.
28.
e
a 256--March 24; 259-March 13; - Christmas period is something
260--April 17; 261-Aug. 3; of a joint season to count out
blessings - a joint season to be
a 262-April 28; 263-Sept. 9;
a 264-Oct. 27; 265-March 22; grateful for past blessings as we
266-Nov. 4; 267-March 3; end the old year andlook forward
; 268-March 27; 269-April 5; to the new one and future blessing
e 270-July 29; 271-April 2; gs. However, every day of every
` 272-June 12; 273-April 15; year should find us grateful for
a 274-June le; 275-March 4; our countless blessings and opp• 276-May 4; 277-July 9; 278- ortunities.
-i
In agriculture, production has
I May 16; 279--July 4; 280-Jan
been
increasing at roughly twice
!, 20; 281-Nov. 28; 282-Nov. 19;
the rate of industry for years.
a 283-Oct. 8; 284-July 10. 285:: Feb. 29; 286-Aut 25; 287- This fact is largely responsible
a July 30; 288-Oct. 17; 289- for the American consumer being
July 17; 290-Feb. 72; 291- provided with the safest, most
Aug. 21; 222-Feb. 18; 293- reliable, and highest-quality food
March 5; 294-Oct. 14; 295- supply In the world for the lowest
. May 13; 296-May 27; 297- per cent of income in the history
Feb. 3; 298-May 2; 299-Feb. of this or of any country.
The Dalton barn in Meade, Kan., now a museum.
If 28.
We can be thankful that agric300-March 12; 301-June 3; ulture and rural Kentucky and
i
By WELDON D. WOODSON
302-Feb. 20; 303-July 26
:rural America are in a transitCentral Press Association Corresposdent
304-Dec. 17; 305-Jan. 1; ion as never before. The next few
MEADE, Man --A small, white frame house and medium-size
306-Jan. 7; 307-Aug. 13;
years may set our directions fax red clapboard barn on the outskirts of Meade are visited each
-May 28; 300-Nov. 26; 310- into the future.
year by thousands. The reason for the appeal is that the Dalton
Nov 5; 311-Aug. 19; 31
In your Kentucky Department brothers, notorious robbers, once used the locality as a hideout.
The house stands on a knoll; the barn, somewhat lower, on
4 Apnl 8; 3I3-May 31; 31
of Agriculture, at Frankfort, and
: Dec. 12; 315-Sept. 30; 316 In your U. S. Department of Ag- the side of a small canyon House and barn are linked with -a
a -April 22; 3I7-March t, riculture, at Washington, we are tunnel.
a
Once the property was owned by Eva and J. N. Whipple, Eva
1 318-Jan. 13; 319-May 23; planning strong rural -develop320-Dec. 15; 321-May 8; ment programs to create a cli- being the sister of the Daltan'brothers. The brothers would hide
322-July 15, 323-March 10; mate of opportunity. These pro- there, using the tunnel as a means to escape when necessary.
Many times, the U.S. marshal would suspect that Whipple was
324-Aug. 11; 325-Jan. 10; grams will bring increased coo. harboring them. Prepared with
a gt
s tf
:
i 22; 327-July 8;
servation aimed at more produc- a warrant, he would search the through the tunnel and galloped
A
. 2; 329-Jan. 11;
tive lands and forests, stable premises, but no evidence could off through the canyon. The
330-May I; 131-July 14;
soils, clean water, pure air, be found that the gang had been same incident was repeated
432-March 18: 333-Aug. 30:
would several times by other strangers
brothers
and the elimination of poverty- there. The
The Marshall family, by now
:
7
based hunger in our Commonwe- hasten through the tunnel to the
barn, saddle their horses and thoroughly frightened, decided
.'. 334-March 21; 335-June 9; alth and throughout America.
to sell and move off the place.
- 336-April 19; 337-Jan. 22;
We are interested in helping gallop off down the canyon and
• • •
sight
out
of
338-Feb. 9; 330-Aug. 22.
those who help themselves. And
WITHIN recent years, the
340-April 26; 341-June 18; we seek programs and legislation
Eva Dalton married Whipple
Meade Chamber of Commerce
.,, 342-Oct. 9; 343-March 25;
brother. Emto help farmers retain a larger In 1887, and her
purchased the property and
was their best man At
4 344-Aug. 20; 345-April 20;
mett,
share of the benefits of their
turned it over to the city for a
this time, they moved into the
14,46-April 12; 347-Feb. 6;
park. The home was restored as
ever-increasing efficiency. We
's
house. In 1891 the Whipples
a 348-Nov. 3; 348-Jan. 29;
must continue to bring the facts moved to Oklahoma, completely It was in 1887; the tunnel re.
0 350-July 2; 351-April 25;
to the attention of all Americans. abandoned the property. The built to inake It passable for
362-Aug. 27; 353-June 29;
We have come a long way next year, the Dalton Gang was the average person; the barn
' 384-March 14; 355-Jan. 27;
since that first Thanksgiving and wiped out at Coffeyville. Kan., reconstructed and converted into
368-June 14; 357-May 26;
a free museum and gift shop
first Christmas in America. when it became overly amune 24; 359-Oct. 1; that
At its dedication, the attraction
bitious and attempted the robOur
been
progress
tremenhas
une 20; 361-May 25;
was named the Dalton Gang
bery of two banks at the same
indeed,
unbelisa
dous
almost
.313-March 29; 363-Feb. 21;
Hideout and Museum.
time.
!.; IN--May 5; 385-Feb. 26; vable. But sometimes we are
When visiting it, one enters
• • •
too busy really to stop and count
observes
home,
:386-June 8.
and
labeled
was
propert
\
THE MEADE
our blessings.
descends the stairdisplays
for taxes in 1892 to H G.
sold
Yes, let's always strive for
way to a subterranean chamber
Marshall Moving In, the family
-; Following is the order of the
From there, he can travel
better things and a better life discovered the -tunnel, but did
-hlphabet to be applied to the
through the tunnel, appearing
in the right way. But in this
not realize its purpose
letter of last names in
at the other end through a gate
aftermath of Thanksgiving, 1969,
ileterrnining the order of call
One night, some men on that opens into the. barn muand in this prelude to Christmas,
40r inductees with the same
horseback rode into the barn, seum and gift shop.
1969, let's not forget the Creator unsaddled
their horses and
Ilirth dates:
Or he may omit the tunnel
and his SOB who make all things emerged from the tunnel into
bit. reaching the barn exhibi- 1-J; 2-G; 3-0; 4-X, 5possible - every day, every way the house. Both they and the
Bon tflrough the front cloor
)1; 6-0; 7-4 8-T; 5-W:
- and thank Them every day of Marshal's were surprised.
Most, however, prefer to nego10-P; 11-q; 12-Y; 13-11:
every year.
They asked for F.Va and Whip- tiate the tunnel, exhilatated at
14-C; I5-F; 16-I; 17-K; IS
pie. When informed that the the feeling that they are follow19-S; 20-L; 21-M;
ouriete ellen( an vetunalcd Whipples had moved to Okla- ing In the very steps of the in4.; 23-R; 24-E; 25-B; 26
back famous Dalton brothers.
51.5 billion in Texas in 1968.
homa. they, retreated
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News arm,
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Silly Graham
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Special
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:30 Julio
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The EngeWert
Hunwerdinck Shaw

CBS Saga-Is
"Timetable-Vietnam"

:
.!0
°
:00 The Untouchables
:30 The Untouchables
00
-30

Th. Mery Griffin Show
The Mery Grittin Show
wonderful world of
Sports

"No man
Island"
Moyle

WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5
6
7
8
9
10
ii

Country Journal
:I0
CBS Morning News
:00 Morning Show
30 Morning Show
Juke Hess GoSPOI Show McHale's Wady
Bolo Shoes
Morning Watch
00 Today Show
Bozo Mow
Morning Watch
430 Today Show
Ooze
Show
Kangaroo
Captain
-00 Today Show
.30 Today Show
rho Mike Douglas ShowBOTO Shaw
:00 Sale of the Century The Mike Doug. Show _ucy Show
:30 Hollywood Squares The Mike Doug. Show Hs Said - Its SSW
Barbara Moore snow
Andy of Mayberry
:0 It Takes Two
starbara Moore Show
Love of Life
:30 Concentration
Ileart
.s
Bewitched
Where
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:0111
Search tor Tomorrow That Girt
30 Name Dropper'

WEDNESDAY AFTER NOON PROGRAMS
News: Singing Conyers. ?rea m House
As the World Turns
Ihow
h
et's Make a Deal
:00 Days of Our Lives Many Spienclored Thing The Newlywed Gams
:30 The Doctors
The Guiding Light
The Dating Game
:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Hospital
The Edo* of Night
One Lite To Live
_ :30 Bright Promises
2 :00 Letters to Laugh In Saner Pyle USVC
Dark shadows
all :30 To Tell the Truth
Flipper,
Gilligan's Island
lib Beat .the Clock
Movie:
The Beverly Hillbillies
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I Love LUCY
E
00 10th Avenue South
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ABC Evening NNW*
7 :30 Huntley Brinkiey
CBS Evening New,
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Burley SaleS
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Here is a table of Monday's
Burley tobacco sales on Kentucky markets as compiled by
the state Department of Agriculture:
Markets
Pounds Sold Avg.
Bloomfield
671,120 $71.34
Bowling Green 1,168,662 69.34
Carrollton
1,427,680 72.22
Covington
539,094 70.55
Cynthiana
725,296 72.79
Danville
770.384
327
.
894 68.50
Franklin

70.29

Glasgow
Greensburg
Harrodsburg
Hal .
.
nenuerson
Hopkinsville

1,204,154 19.78
561,022
000,256 70.72
No Sale
423,240

Lebanon
Leaington
London
Louisville
Mayfield
Maysville
Morehead
Mt. Sterling
Owensboro
Paducah
Paris
Richmond
Russellville
Shelbyville
Somerset
Springfield
Winchester
Total

738,114 71.91
3,647,956 72.18
622,332 88.84
945,650 70.44
No Sale
'1,827,792 71.35
667,130 79.32
772,188 72.35
653,524 88.54
508,482 89.94
633,250 71.26
807,672 69
No Sale
1,359,478 71.98
631,094 68.94
784,918 71.90
741,646 71.06
n.sekszt 1•42

72.1.5

68.29

at)
r

i
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Maverick

Still $1995:

The best small car
value in the world.
IT'S A FACT: Our small car has
'scored a big success. And the reason is simple-solid value. FACT:
Maverick rivals the imports in gas
mileage. FACT: Maverick gives you
lots of legroom, hiproom and headroom ... plus 10.4 Cu. ft. of trunk
space. FACT: Maverick is easier
and less expensive to maintain
than an economy import. FACT:
You can stop worrying about rising
costs-Maverick is still $1995'.
Ford's suggested retail price for the car. Whit*
eiders!l tires are not Included: they are'100.00
isstra. SInc• deelier preparation ehlargail (II any),
transportation charges and slats and local takes
vary, they ar• not included, nor la extra equipment Met is specially required by state law.

For the same kind of value
in a larger size-your best buy is

Torino Lowest-priced
hardtop in its class.
IT'S A FACT: Nothing can equal Torino-not in appearance, features or price. FACT: This hardtop has the
same sleek styling of the more expensive Torino models
FACT: It has the same 117-inch wheelbase for a smoother ride. FACT: It has the same 60-inch track for better
road holding. FACT: It has the same roomy interior that
seats six in perfect comfort. FACT: It has new soundproofing that lets evc --yone enjoy a quiet, more relaxing
ride. FACT: It gives you 16.2 cu. ft. of trunk space. Look
over Torino and Mayeaick soon. Pick the car that
msesures up to your Aeeds. THE FACTS FAVOR FORD.
•
For more Information about these cars, see your Ford Dealer or write:
Maverick Catalog, Dept N-12 or Tormo Catalog, Dept N-13, PG.Box
1503, Dearborn, Michigan 48121.
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Your Ford Dealer fights the price rise
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Miss Mathis had benn scheduled for transplant surgery on
Dec. 5 but that surgery reportedly has been delayed until an infection found on the hospital
floor where transplants are done
Is cleared up.
Persons of several states have
followed Miss Mathis' case with
interest.
A fund-raising campaign on
behalf of the Benton High School
junior was started several days
ago. The effort was climaxed
last Tuesday through a radiodial. On Saturday, if was re-

ported MOM had been reported in cash and pledges.
Miss Mathis is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Mathis of E. 29th St. in Benton.
Mrs. Mathis is to be the donor
of a new kidney Or her daughter.
Miss Mathis received artificial
kidney machine treatments and
other treatment in Memphis.
Artificial kidney machines have
been known to enable persons
without kidneys to resume normal live s, particularly in
patients who perform only light
physical labor.
Because of her age and condi
tion, it was decided that Miss
Mathis would benefit from a
kidney transplant. Her condition, however, worsened and
then came a later decision to remove the kidneys and to perform the transplant at a later
time.
The Denver hospital spokesman made no comment on the
report about the infection that
may have delayed transplant
surgery for Miss Mathis.

Hospital Report

ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Barbara York, Conrooda
Crto, Paducah; Mrs. Georgia
Wear, 317 So. 13th St., Murray;
Mrs. Edith Mins, Dexter; Chatster Kendall, 102 Garden, Murray; Ralph Evans, Rte. I, Almo;
Mrs. Cleodis Simmons, Rte 3,
Murray; Mrs. Ann Spann, 1615
Lockland Dr., Murray; Mrs. Mae
non Cook, 906 Pogue, Murray;
Mrs. Cheryl Coursey, Rte. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Frances Vance,1803
College Farm Road, Murray;
Dale Burkeen, Rte. 1, Dexter;
Mrs . Detorah Houston, 414 So.
8th St., Murray; Mrs. Janice
McCuLston, Rte. 6, Murray; Master Boron Alliwitten, New Core
cord; Master Shan Childress,
Rte. 1, Dexter; Miss Jell Childress, Rte. 1, Dexter; Commodore Jones, 216 Woodlawn, Murray; Mrs. Winnie Scartrougto
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Lola Tabors, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Beulah Robinson, Rte. 3, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Gladys Atkins, 61
Parkhearst Pl., Detroit, Mich.;
Lillazn Rayburn, 410 So. 4th
St., Murray; Mrs. Othe Singleton, Rte. 7, Murray.
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Fort Ord, California 93041
CPT George C. Oakley
404-58-4218
Meth Medical Dot.
(Dental Section) KJ
APO San Francisco,
California 96227
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ADULTS 102
NURSERY 5
NOVEMBER 30, 1969

IUESDAY - DECEMBER 2, 1989

Send Christmas Card

Benton Girl Has Surgery;
Kidneys And Spleen Removed
DENVER, Coto., Dec. 1Karen Mathis, 17, a kidney disease victim of Benton, Ky.,
underwent surgery this morning
at Colorado General Hospital
here.
Miss Mathis had both kidneys
and her spleen removed.
She was brought to the hospital here sometime Saturday
from a Memphis hospital when
Memphis physicians said her
kidneys should be removed.
Miss Mathis condition was
described as satisfactory late today.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

—

(Conttntrod Prom Pogo 1)

much. The fashion setters have
gone one step too far.
We go up to Ace's place and

tell him what we want. Yost
don't want that, he says, what
you want is the-se boxer type
shorts with elastic all the way
strewed.
We say, Ws vh, we don't went
boxer type shorts with elastic
all the way around, we want
the ones with the snaps down
the front.

PVT Thomas Robbins
406-74-5878
teeth Eng. Co. (DB)
APO New York
New York 09164
PVT Charles Steve Sexton
40740-9061
Co. E Sch. Bde.
USA SCS
Fort Monmouth,
New Jersey OT703
COL R. C. Stewart
HQ 7 Al (DIM)
CMR-2
Box 11396
APO San Francisco,
California 96201

Surely, you don't went the one'
with the snaps down the front,
Richard H. Stout
he says, what you reallt want MAJ
B Columbia Avenue
I. the boxer type with elastic 2669
Fort Lewis, Washington 98433
all the way around.
Uh vh, we uh uh'd, we wart
the ones with the snaps down
the front, SO he digs back in
the archives until he finds
them. No body wears these any
more he says.
We do, we say&
We guess we are old fashioned
or something. We don't pert,clearly resist change, but every
now and then something hite us
wrong and we refuse to go along with this modern age.

•

200

5-10 da
Also gifts. CO•
and po •
gift f
ray, on

1LT Gordon Lee Vance
Co. C 227th AlIB
1st Cav. Div.
APO San Francisco,
California 96490

•

The Scheel of New Hope Nursery School moots rogularty at the First Methodist Church.
Adults In the picture at• left to right, Libby Inman, who was the teacher until recently.
Mrs. Flo Hendrickson, voiuntoor worker, and Mrs. Nancy Fandrich, toachor. The children
are, standing, loft to right, Mary Kay Kriskla and Jack Mika:. Soatert. loft to right are Jim
Baker, Carla Allbritton, Tim Cooper, Bryan Wimberly (partially hidden) Bred Orr and
Patricia Dowdy.
(Photo by Torn Faeces, MSU)

At Least 12 Families Remain
In Between Lakes Park Area

CPT John Dale Vance
402-54-6657
HQ I Corp. D (Group)
APO San Francisco,
California 96358

the judge waded the provision litigation, filed 12 petitions reGOLDEN POND, Ky., Dec. 1
that hardship cases could be ap- questing hardship extensions
-Pending hardship extension repealed to the court.
with the Federal District Court
least
at
families
12
by
quests
CPL Charles T. Williams
The order by Judge Brooks office in Paducah.
who live within the boundaries
23244-58
affected 33 former owners of
The TVA spokesman said his
of the Land Between The Lakes
Va106 Arlon let MAW
property in the LBL area.
Friday filed answers tc
agency
area
nulliPark
have
National
Francisco,
DISMISSALS
FPO San
A spokesman for the Tennesfied the deadline today for eva- see Valley Authority, which is three of the petitions, and had
California 96602
After all, there's no need to
mailed out answers to the recuation of the project.
Seiburn White, P. 0. Box 563 change everything.
developing the recreation com- maining nine petitions today.
Witty
the
of
sprawling
D.
Residents
Gaines
SGT
JoRural
Chestnut St., Murray;
plex and now holds title to all
He said the answers maintain
recreation complex were ordered of the land in the project area,
E-497-50-7813
nes, 312 So. 9th St. , Murray; Early this morning two Doves.
to be moved out of the project said his agency received "about the original TVA position that
Cohen Stubblefield, 601 Sycamo- their grayness blending in with tat BN
boundaires by today. The order 20" requests for hardship ex- the requests do not show sufre, Murray; Guthrie Osborn,Rte. the dawn, stand there in the 18th Inf. Div.
A
Co.
was issued Aug. 29 in Federal tensions from the people still ficient cause to be labeled a
2, Hazel; Mrs. Wilma Futrell, yard. They saw us through the
hardship case under the ruling
District Court in Paducah by living in the project zone.
New Concord; Mrs. Georgia window, but were not startled APO San Francisco,
by Judge Brooks.
96345
California
Brooks,
However,
Henry
Judge
to
enough
move.
13th
Murray;
So.
St.,
317
Wear,
He said all but one of the reMeanwhile, the Federal DisMrs. Vera Outland, Rte. 6, Murquests for tftne extensions were
trict Court office in Paducah
ray; Bernard Rowland, Rte. 1, Two Blue Jays, a Cardinal and CPT Robert Stanley Young
turned down "because the re- was
closed today, and the status
• Mocking Bird joined them 102 Craig Drive
Almo.
quests did not show sufficient of the petitions and answers
HAAF
mutin
Qardinal,
with a female
cause to constitute a hardship could not be checked with fedSavannah, Georgia 31405
ed tones, arriving later.
Nem, 100,stays
under the guidelines set out in
eral authorities.
youftg mentally
court ruling." The one-time
the
in
units
from
deserters
U.S.
Two
DENMARK
TO
DESERTERS
The TVA spokesman said the
back
seen
be
Squirrel
A
could
extension granted was given due matter
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Sister
West Germany, Spec. 4 Reginald R. Alderton, 22, St.
now would rest with
in the woods with his tail flickthe
family,
the
in
Illness
a
of
to
Kuhn,
member
the
Alexis
Charles, Ill., and (right) Pvt. Ted H. Price, 20, Chesterland,
Judge Brooks. If he finds for
jumped
He
sixty.
beat
to
ing
added.
83
for
of
spokesman
Charity
Daughters
Ohio, sit in a car in Copenhagen, Denmark, as the" Danish
TVA again, it will be the rePot.W YORK (UPI) - Stocks
Following the rejection of the
years, was born on an Ohio farm to a tiny limb and he swayed Dear Mr. Williams:
government ponders what to do. They arrived from Paris
sponsibility of the court to see
the
toward
ground
apparentl)
moderapened lower today in
extension requests by TVA, he that the remaining former prop100 years ago and has taught
and it was decided to send Alderton back there to face a
ride.
enjoying
the
New
the
on
trading
attorney
active
Clark,.
ately
Granville
the
said,
With
present
headlines
San
in
Frangrade school boys
erty owners still living in the
four-month narcotics sentence. Price gets temporary resiconcerning the fight against York Stock Exchange.
who represented the LBL prop- project area are evicted.
Icisco, New Orleans and St. Louis.
dence permit if France refuses him re-entry. (Cablephoto)
Dow
the
of
There's one dead tree, a mill tuberculosis, :this is the time The SOO level
erty owners in the original court
one, which rises from the of the year to remind the com- Jones Industrial average could,
ground at about a 45 degree munity that we do have peop12 come in for another test today
angle. We have started to cut from Calloway County who are if the factors which have
I it down, but the Squirrels en. patients in the sanatorium in pushed stock
prices down
joy running up this tree sad Madisonville being treated for recently continue to weigh on
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
taking off to some distant this disease.
the market. Tax selling, the
branch. We just left it there.
We also have some patients outlook for corporate profits
confined to their homes under and concern over tight money
A kindly country parson who treatment.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,. Manuel Wright, a senior and member
have been widely regarded as
had just married a young couIf anyone would like to con- the
chief culprits In the of Students for a Democratic Society, at the University of New
ple had a parting word for the tribute to their happiness durins market's recent decline.
Mexico, reacting to his being chosen among the top 10 priority
groom: "Son, God bless you this Christmas season, any perafter the opening the birth dates in the draft lottery,
Shortly
You're at the end of all your sonal gift would be appreciated..
UPI indicator was off 0.57 with "I want everyone to know how happy I am to win a national
troubles." A year later, the Pajamas for both male or feshares crossing the tape. contest, but with a sense of humility and great mental anguish,
318
groom returned to the scene of male, size medium robes, house
outnumbered advances I'm going to have to refuse the prize because there are more
Declines
the crime and moaned, "What slippers, warm socks, and toilet
and I think
142 to 77. The Dow Jones deserving men over 30 who want to fight communism
a veer Ov.
- gone through! And articles are extremely useful.
.
they should get the prize before I do,"
chip
blue
30
of
average
you're the man who told me
Persons may leave them at
than
was at the end of my troubles." the Calloway County Health De- Industrials was off more
EAST LANSING, Mich.- Fred Cornstack, a sophomore at Michi"So I did, son," smiled the partment and I will deliver two points.
U.S. Steel fell Vs to 35. gan tate University, commenting on being No. 29 in the Selective
parson. "I just didn't tell you them on December 18th.
2. Service System's lottery dates:
1
lost la to 27/
which end."
Thanking you in their behalf, Bethlehem
"I'd rather have it the other way. I'm gone for now. I knew IL
Republic was unchanged at ern
going."
Laura V. Alexander, R.N.
35%.
A father, his arms filled with
Standard Oil of New Jersey
groceries, got on a bus with
TB Field Nurse
LOS ANGELES - Police Chief Edward Davis briefing reporters
led the oils lower, giving up %
his son, age 5. The son had the
after three suspects were identified in the slaying of actress
to 60% on 7,800 shares, G
fare and dropped it in the box,
2,Occidental 'Ai to Sharon Tate and four others Aug. 9:
1
lost tei to 29/
then seemed to feel that he
"It is anticipated that an additional four of five persons will
2 to 46/
1
2.
1
should explain. "I'm paying the
2, Mobil /
1
24/
Pon
named in indictments which will be sought from the Los Angeles
be
Du
chemicals,
money," he told the bus driver
the
In
in a voice that carried clearly Assemblies seminar
gave up 1,2 to 107% and Do County Grand Jury."
through the bus. "My father is
2.Allied Chemical
1
was off to 68/
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (DPI)- eased I s to 27/
NEW YORK - Pfc. John W, Lewis, 24, as petitioner in a federal
loaded."
2. Union Car
1
of
seminar
The "thinkers" clutter the landscape-be it city streets or back road farmyards.
The second annual
suit requesting that the Army abolish or reform stockades:
steady at 381/2.
was
Assemblies of God evangelists
In the motors American "Stockades should be abolished because they are incarceration
cite new steel making processes
By GROVER BRINKMAN
will meet at the denomination's Motors dipped 1,4 to 9%. For camps for the military's political prisoners."
that use less and less of old Rabbis lauded for work
Central Press Association Corresposdeat
ST LOUIS - Most American cities have a new headache loom- metal. They feel, if anything, in Latin America
headquarters here Dec. 18-20 to and Chrysler were steady
ing on their residential streets - derelict cars--but no doubt St. that the junk market: will wor1 and 36, respectively.
.
42
NEW YORK (UPI)-Ameri- discuss their role in the church's
Louis has a king-sized dose, due to recently-enacted state auto sen. Other junk dealers protest
Among the electronics. 18
program.
1970
can-trained
rabbis
have
sparked
inspection laws that made it impossible for the "clunker" to stay the fact that they have so many
while
2
1
1% to 358/
lost
revival in Jewish
cars on hand that space is at a a religious
on the highways.
Computbag was ofl
University
Next year will be the second
An estimated 7,000 wornout cars now litter St. Louis' side premium. Thies can't accept any communities in Latin American
4 to 91-1/8. Texas Instrumental
1
2/
countries, according to leaders of the Assemblies of God five- Ml 11
streets. Another 20,000 cars are expected to be abandoned short- more.
2 to 123%. RCA wee
/
• • •
ly by their owners, due to the new laws that require rigid inof the Jewish Theological Semi. ear Plan of Advance and its
.
2
/
at 371
unchanged
"Impact
'70-Go
rpection before the_Atate releases license tags for the current year.
and
theme is
KANSAS CITY, with 5,090
in America.
Many owners driving ancient hacks as transportation vehicles Junkers cluttering streets, still
bbi Wolfe Kelman, execu- Tell." During the year, indito and from work know they will not pass inspection, so they use is towing away cars free. But tive vice president.of
the Rabbin- vidual acceptance of responsiNeil Simon's Broadway hit,
them as long as possible, then merely leave them on the street.
the waiting list is so long, own- ical Assembly, the
bility to share the Gospel of
international
"The Odd Couple," which later
Which brings up a question currently tagged with a big head- ers might have to wait months.
of Conservative Christ will be stressed in every was turned into a movie, will
association
ache: what should a responsible
If the Junker has a battery, rabbis, said "the
quality of Jew- facet of church activity.
Car-strippers have an alibi:
owner do with his wornout car?
become a weekly half-hour teleit might be worth a dollar to
Often it has no trade-in value, low- prices for Junk. Currently the yard man. A radiator, con- nth religious life in Latin America
vision series on ABC in the
little or no junk value. Should the scrap iron market in the taining brass and copper, might not only is markedly richer than
1970-71 season. The leading
44 *
he abandon it on the street, run Midwest varies from $6 upward bring two dollars; tires are a it was 10 years ago, but in many
roles will be played by Tony
average
the
means
That
ton.
a
it out to some isolated area,
dime or a quarter, never much cases superior to what may be
'Wyoming has 3,000 campsites. Randall and Jack Klugman.
Reelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the Mursome land-fill dump? Leave it hack is worth less than $10. The more.
found in the United States."
a
to
it
hauling
work
involved,
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
along a rural road, or in a farmState highway patrolmen are
smelter, cutting it up, exceeds
er's pasture?
through the Merit System of buying hogs
currently
with
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Our "Clunker" Headache

Quotes From The News

How Can We Dispose of Wornout Cars?
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Livestock Producers
BETTER HOG PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

• • •
CITY-licensed towing companies in St. LOW* will tow
away any car, regardless of
condition, for $12.50. But many
owners of old cars feel the shoe
is cn the wrong foot They feel
they should receive some gratuity for the old car they are
turning in -or at least get it
towed to the cemetery for free.
If the car isn't too bad, possibiy it has a few salvagable
parts, a battery, radio, tires,
etc. Under these conditions, a
junkyard owner might accept it
for free. or even pay a small
slim for it. If it runs in on its
own power. so much the better.
But if it's a real clunker. or
stripped of its saleable parts. no
one is even mildly interested

the abancoping
the market price, 80 it's a loss
doned car on a state or interoperation, oll around.
Officials, now are concerned state highway by calling the
with another fact: the clunkera nearest service station. A reare being left on interstate high- port is then sent to the state,
way shoulders, and in smaller the car's owner traced by litowns within an hour's drive of cense or motor serial number.
• • •
the city. Two owners make the
IF
THE
owner claims title,
drives
One
out
deal.
with the
owner of the cluhker. waits un- he is responsible for all charges.
til he abandons It, then takes If not, the service station can
apply for a mechanic's lien and
him home.
Most cities don't have funds assume ownership after 90 days,
In current budgets covering this , But he does all this for $10 or
towing of abandoned cars. Most less and he's protesting
As one service station owner
city dumping lots are overflowbig, and even if the owner of a lamented: -Detroit sent 'em out
clunker makes arrangements why don't the government make
with s city towing company, he Detroit take 'em hack ?"
might wait months before they
Any way you look at the
clunker problem, it isn't pleaspick tip his car.
Junk dealers, deploring the ant; piles of junked cars aren't
low price per ton for scrap iron, indueive to a bealltiful America

Know Someone Born In 1879?
of a
Your friends at your local Federal Savings and Loan Branch wonder if you know
Caitoway Countian 50 years of age. Our parent Federal Savings and Loan Association
mail
Anniversary with this 50-year-old person. Complete andil
would like to
share its 90th

the coupon below to us We have a gift for this person.
Name of 90 Year Old Person
Phone

Address

MURRAY BRANCH

Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
304 East Main Street

Murray, Kentucky

A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock in
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 7535334 for top hog quotations

Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
No. 1
No. 2
Grading No.3
$26.50 $27.00
126.25
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WANTED
Home For Elderly Man

FOR SALO
ZOO BEAUTIFUL frames, with
5.10 day service, artistic work.
Also imported and hand-made
gifts. One room of 'mod' gifts
and posters. Give an unusual
gift from The Gallery in Murray, on Mayfield Road. Dec.-5-C

Lassiter & McKinney

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift Murray Woman's Club cookbooks and Kentucky scenic
placemata. Call 498-2345 or 7534496 for Information. Dec.-1&C

Mat Church.
ii recentty,
he children
pht are Jim
I Orr and
two, HSU)

PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 58,
Phone 527-8955, Benton, Ky.
Jan -S-C
EXCELLENT, efficient and economical, that's Blue Lustre carpet and upholstery cleaner.
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
D-6-C
KPOINTER BIRD DOG. Approximately 7 years old, good field
dog. Priced reasonable. Call
753-3896.
TIC
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TROPICAL FISH, must sell.
King Cobra Guppies, $1.75 pair.
Red Veil Tail Guppies, 25e each.
Large Rasboras, 35e each. Large
Cardinal and Neon Tetras, 35e
each. Large Angel Fish, $2.00
each. Silver Gara.mies, 75e each.
Phone 4364533.
D-2-C

DATSUN

Can take care of hilmself,
but some attention would be
desirable. Can eat at the
home or ran eat downtown
if home is near town.
HSU; WANTED
saRVICII1 OFFERED
Hoene must be clean and
CURB HOP wanted Night shift, PROFESSIONAL r e si d en t- convenient.
5:00 p. in. to 11 p. m., male or kJ painting. Brush, roll, spray.
If interested see:
female Apply in person to Day- References. Free estimates.
James C. Williams
D-31-C
Castle, Chestnut Street. No Phone 753-3486.
TIC
phone calls please.
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
The Lodger and Times
WANTED: Service station at- additions and repairs. Free estiD-1-NC
TIC
tendant. Only experienced man mates. Call 753-8123.
need apply. References required. Salary depends on qualifiWayne's woes
.
cations. Trotter's Gulf, next to
D4C
Holiday Inn.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- John
No Jobe to Small or Large
Wayne suffered
a dislocated
WANTED: seamstress, part or
to be Appreciated
shoulder when his saddle cinch
full time. Experience preferred.
Free Estimates
slipped during a shot of "The
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners.
Contact:
Undefeated, his second injury
D-8-C
on the picture.
AUTOS FOR SALM

BLACK TOP PAVING

Used Car Specials .
1947 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan. Blue, automatic, 27,000
miles, one owner. Sharp Kentucky car.
1948 DATSUN Pickup. White, 18,000 miles. Sharp. One
owner Kentucky car.
1944 CHEVROLET Pickup FleetsIde. 8' bed, 29000 miles
One owner Murray car.
1948 DATSUN 2000 Sports Car. Sharp. Yellow.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala 4-Door Hardtop. Air conditioner, vinyl roof. Gold.

All Cars Have Been Inspected and

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

1968 CHEVROLET Impala custom. Power steering, disc braked lietween 8:00 a. m. and
and windows. Four season come
500 o. ns.
fortron, radio, four speed trans
Corvette
engine,
396
mission,
wheels with new wide oval WILL TAKE few selected horses
tires. Phone 733-4775 after 5A0 tor training. Boarding facilities
lye and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
p.m.
Dec.44:
telephone 75.14977.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, new mowashguaranteed
PROMPT
and
tor. Phone 753-5227.
D4-P
er, dryer, range, dishwasher
1963 BUICK Electra, new tires, and refrigerator service. Paul's,
D-6-C
battery, muffler and pipes. Mo- Phone 7534865.
tor overhauled recently. Must
horse shoeing.
sell, call 489-3783 after 5:30 EXPERIENCED
753-6269.
P. m.
D-2-P Steve Halley, phone

Carry A 30 Day 100% Warranty
810 Sycamore Street

"I WASN'T

scared. Not too
much," 6-year-old Timothy
Martin tells his mother, Mrs.
Kathy
Bryant,
in
Hart,

Phone 753-7114

ONE FOUR YEAR old female
Beagle; well trained and a pair
of six months old Beagle puppies, male and female, untrained. Phone 753-6349 after 5:00
D-2-C
p. m.

INCOME PROPERTY

Mich., after escaping death
when hunters rescued him

Located one mile from City Limits. Eight apartments,
NOTICE

FOR RENT

ELECTROLUX SALES & Sir.. HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x 50',
STRAW. Phone 753-4713. D-24 vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C two-bedroom, all electric, cenM. Sanders. Phone 382-3178, tral heat, private lot. Phone
8 MM MOVIE CAMERA with Lynnville, Kentucky. Dee.-18e14C 753-3785 alter 5:00 p. m.
cave, bar light, projector and
D-1-C
screen. Used very little. $85.00. BELTONE facts*, fresh hearJawa 100 motorscooter, good Ing aid beanies for all make
10' x 55"I'HREE-BEDROOM tracondition, $150.00. Westing- hearing odds, Wallis Drugs.
TIC iler. Electric heat and air-conhouse refrigerator, $20.00. Call
ditioned Couples only, local
498-8578.
D-4-C
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens people only. Rent reasonable
trimmed or removed. Land- for right people. Phone 753FOUR MALE German Shepherd scaping. Yard care. For these 7856.
D-2-C
puppies. Call 753-6897 or see services call Kelley's Termite
at Bobby Cole's, Murray Route and Pest Cosutol 733-3914, lo10' x 50' MOBILE HOME, newD-4-P cated 100 South 13th Street.
4.
11-D-3-C ly furnished, nice location, two
miles east of Murray. families
ONE- MAPLE and one walnut
preferred. Contact 762-3737 beconsole stereos. Small 'crotch,
tween 8:30 a. m. and 4:30 p.
large discount. Dunn's T. V.
D-8-P
and Appliance. 118 South 12th
Street.
D-4-C
NICELY FURNISHED large
three-room apartment. Private
APARTMENT RANGE, dining
Med. Fresh Daily
entrance. Convenient to college
tables, chairs, pie safe, baby
IN SACKS OR BULK
and town. Adults only. Phone
bed, bassinet, dressers, end taD-4-C
753-1299.
llies, chest of drawers, and portdhle T. V. Dickerson's, 3 miles
north of Murray on 641. Phone
MEAT MARKET
BEAUTIFUL new Valarah Lee
753-3218.
D-44
109 North 5th
Apartments, South 16th Street,
across from Westview Nursing
tic
Home. Two bedrooms, bath,
ALLIS-CHALMERS 66 Combine
and Taylor Pasture Dream Hard- "SAVE WITH SAFETY" . . utility room, living room, kitchen and dining area. Carpeted.
land Drill. Phone 753-6401.
Uncle Jeff's Discount PharmD-4-P acy. Free parking, low over- Electric heat. Air conditioned.
Refrigerator, built-in stove and
head, low prices. Don't just take oven, dishwasher and garbage
TWO ENGLISH setter female our word for it. Shop, Shop, disposal furnished. Phone 753Pups. $20.00 each. Please call Shop, you will be glad you did. 4974 or 753-3865.
D-8-C
753-7585.
D-4-P We will be glad to quote prices. No obligation what so ever.
D-3-C
/966 MOBILE HOME. Excellent
condition, two bedroom, 10' by LOST LEASE: everything must
31'. Central heat and air-con- go, cost and below, last week
D & R Aquarium 18 mile south
ditioning. Phone 753-8496.
D-4-P of Hazel. Call 498-8578. D4C

from his kidnaper who was
attempting to drown him in

six new mobile homes. All in mood condition and on city

Lake

Michigan. The man
who abducted Timothy while
the youngster was playing

water. $1070.00 monthly income. Will sell for ;51,500.00.

with

Call 753-7992, Anytime

CIVILIANS KILLED

KUALA LUMPUR (UPI) Heavy rains
hit
Malaysia
Sunday, causing
widesprsad
damage to three states. Authorities said two persons drowned
and three others were missing
as a result of the storm,
Kelantaa State in the northeast
was said to be the worst hit.

TOKYO(UPI)- Hanoi Radio
said Sunday South Vietnamese
troops killed 336 civilians in a
campaign against
two-month
the Viet Cong in the U Minh
southwest of
Jungle
arm
Saigon,
A broadcast heard in Tokyo
said the killings occurred over
a two-month period ending Nov.
20,
The radio said 10'7 persons,
mostly women and children,
were killed in Kanli Lam
village of Ca Mau Province and
229 others died in six other
villages in the same district.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(UPI) - The population of
Stockholm continues to decrease.
From Nov. I, 1968,
to June 20, 1969, the decline
was 7,700. The population of
Stockholm
proper now is
750M00.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Answer to `Yesterday's Puzzle

MOW °MOO 120O
MOH DOAN 000
00 MOO OCUMWQ
PAO ONO MOO
QOM 0ME UNDO
MR0 COO pen
00 MUMMA BM
BOO 00G MVO
11030 1!00 MOO
onn
AMMO ORO MEI
CMG 00011 =MB
500 00O0 MAQ

5 Vehicle
6 Cried like owl
1 -Dance step
7 Chemical
compound
13-Colorless
8-Physicians
12-Worthless
9,Soak
leaving
13-Country of Asia 10-Peer Gynt's
14-Bacteriologist's
mother
wire
11.Article of
15-Organ of hearing
HEN MMM
furniture
16-Guarded
17-Prefix: formerly
18-Corners
20-Passage of
19.Babylonian deity
scripture
22.Torrid
21.A continent
a
24
Proceed
(abbr.)
25-Run easily
36-Note of scale
44-Units of Siamese
22 Pronoun
26-Send forth
currency
23-Eye closely
37 Calm
45-Crowd
27-Possesses
27,Vast throng
38-Welcomes
28-poker stake
disturbance
29-Brick-carrying
40-Musical
device
46-Playing card
29-Part of body
instrument
47-The
sun
30 Besorn
30 flying mammal 41 Spanish article 48-Prefix: three
31-Preposition
32-Cleaning
49-Hurried
43 Printer's
32 Intellect
50 Recent
measure
33-Armed conflict
33-Existed
34-Greek letter
1
35-Strip of leather
37 Posed for portrait
38-Obtain
39-Golf mounds
40 Above (poet.)
41 Teutonic deity
42,German title
44-Wideawake
47 Tight
51-Goddess of
healing
52-Algerian seaport
53.Dillseed
54-Pedal digit
55-Burbot
56-Tidings
57 Pigpen

11111111111111111111M1111 ° 11
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NOTICE

'••

WIDESPREAD DAMAGE

friends in

a Chicago
park escaped.

D 4-C
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iiNiiiiiiiiIIIM11111111M1111111111
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DOWN
1 -Bard
2-Sandarac tree
3-Emphasis
4-Mountains of
Europe

MiMid1111111O11111111iii

11111M111111111galIN
111011111166111111111MIIIII
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 2.

Peanuts4

by Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

MALeBE I COULD LOAN HIM
SOMENING TO SORT OF HELP
KEEP OFF THE CHILL...

I ALWAYS
FEEL 5ORKY
FOR BIRP5
DURING COLD
WEATI4Egm

................
GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE

/2- I-

. fee

ancy

JOJ
''ft f

by Ernie Bushmiller

S HR OAT'S

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Good used Larson
or fiberglas boat, 14 or 16 ft.
Reasonable price. Also ponies
sale. Phone 437-6101. D4P

ARE OVERDUE Murray-Calloway County Public Library
books creating a space problem
for you/ Enlarge your living
area now by returning overdue
library books between December 1 and December 6. There
will be no overdue charges during this time.
D4C
MOTIC11

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Dec. 6 - 11:00 a.m., CST
150 LARGE BEAUTIFUL WOODED

KENTUCKY LAKE LOTS
Some Water Front Lots
Serene, Remote, Beautiful and Relaxing
Hwy.
LOCATION - From Kentucky Dam go south on
1422, go five
641 five miles. turn left (east) on Hwy.
Marmiles to auction site on Little Bear Embayment in
shall County.
Public water, TVA electricity and telephone service
.
available.
buying
This Is your opportunity to boat Inflation by
,
Kentucky Lake property at Auction Prices!
, On the world's largest man-made lake in the heart of
'
1
boat to Land
.‘ America's playground. Only five minutes by
homes,
modular
cottages,
Sites
for
Lakes
Between the
subMOBILE HOMES and campers. One of the few
ac
lake
offering
owners,
home
mobile
to
divisions open
cessibility, launch ramp and family park.

FORT LEISURE INC., Owners

•
Phone 502-3624307
. Route 1, Box 271 - Glibertsvele, Ky. deed
in 10 days or less
casht
i
c 20% day of sale, balance
liCTION
& REALTY
WHIT
THOMAS
Sale by
ea
Phone 288-7251
Kuttawa, Ky.
AUCTIONEERS NOTE. Mr. Builder, speculator. home
waiting for.
owner. here is the'opportunity you have been
the
reserves
Setter
makethedeed.
prktr.
Yotfiliattheright to reject any and all bids

KEN -TEN
BUILDINti
SUPPLIES

NtP, I CAN'T STAND
THAT SILLY NONSENSE
LOOK --- A
1'1)0 N'T BELIEVE IN
WISHBONE ANY SUPERSTITIONS
LET'S
PULL
IT

U S Par 0"-- All rogtot ,.sor.•41
1,04Ker••, lac
1944 ts, Uwormi

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

IrHow
YOU LIKE TO BE
MAYOR OF THIS TOWN
WOULD

-AS A
START-- THEN - - GOVERNOR
OF THE STATE, AND THEN --

NOT 3 914.10CER 44E YOU
WANT, IT'S THAT INFERNAL TROUBLEMAKER SLATS SCRAPPLE,
AND HIS UNWASHED
FATHER - I N -LAW,
GROG6IN5, WHO ARE
RESISTING YOU r
FELLOWS .
ITS

Murray's
Plywood
Center

WELL, WE HAVE
TO HAVE SOMEBODY IN HIGH
PLACES WE CAN
TRUST 4FTER WE'VE
RETURNED TO
OUR PLANET.
COULD BE

you.,,

r
>"'
d1)--,, 4 •

20/ melee Street
Phone 753-6513

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, aome with trees.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Estates, telephone

rweer.

FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and lot in
Hazel. For sale by owner. If
interested dail 492-8347. D-2-C
TWO-BEDROOM home, completely remodeled, plush shag
carpeting throughout, beautiful draperies, electric heat and
air conditioning. New Frigidaire
appliances, range with selfcleaning oven, refrigerator with
vertical freezer and ice maker.
Also dishwasher and garbage
disposal: This is truly a beautiful home and is reduced for
quiet _as/e -as.-awne
the state. Phone 753.1474 or
733-4775 after 5:00 p. m. D-8-C

Lil' Abner

WOULD N/0'CARE
TO REST "/ORE
SHAPFLY LAIGS,
MISS
Mc5WINE2

by Al Capp
DON'T MIND
IF AH DO,
"/ORE
HONOR-

STOP A-CALLIN' ME"PAAM
MOIliOrCW THAR'S TIMES
WHEN EVEN AS PROMINENT
AS
A

ri6GER

AM

-

-DRUTH ER
SNORT!
-N7'-

Fo'GIT
'1-;ONOW.F
.F

KIN '1'0' FO'GIT IT, LONG

skluFr TO TELL mE WHAT
ukimEKISHUNIADLE_ JONES
DONE?
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Glen Campbell's Advice: RECKLESS DRIVERS
RARELY CHANGE
r,
n
"You Gotta Speak U P" THEIR SPOTS

HOLIDAY CLEANING

By ARMY ABCHEID
Central Press Association
•
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD --- Glen CampReckless drivers — like leobell has an urge to communipards — rarely change their spocate. That's the way America's
ts until it's too late.
most popular country-folk-singResults of a three-day study of
er looks at himself. And he's
1'
14 drivers recently involved in
going about it in the right way.
fatal accidents reveals that nearA star on TV, in the recording
ly half were previously involved
field, on the pop concert stage
and now in movies, he apparentIn accidents or had histories of
ly is finding little trouble getprior arrests for serious traffic
ting the word through in all
offenses.
media_
The study — conducted by KenCampbell currently is labortucky's Traffic Safety Coordinaing in the film field, this time
ting Committee — revealed the
starring in "Norwood," his secfollowing:
ond movie for producer Hal
EASTER SEAL CHILD—Chosen
Warllis. And he's teamed again
One 31-year-old male driver
1970 National Easter Seal
with Kim Darby and to make
killed in a single car accident
the association more binding,
speeding had a record of Child, blonde, blue-eyed Lori
while
it's another Charles Portis novel.
Jean Bowen of Columbus,
one prior conviction each for
Marguerite Roberts, who adaptchats with Greg MorOhio,
reckless driving and driving whied Portis' "True Grit" for films,
ris, star of "Mission: Imintoxicated.
le
also wrote the script for "Norpossible," in Columbus.
It also showed that his privilewood." Why fool around with
suspended
ge to drive had been
success?
Glen Campbell
Campbell's urge--even drive,
for an earlier offense.
to communicate, has been with words in the scripts were evenOne 25-year-old female passhim since he was a mere lad tually changed.
enger was killed instantly wnen
in Delight, Arkansas.
Similarly, when Carol Lynley the driver of the car in which
• • •
was to use some colorful lan- she was riding fell asleep at
"MY PAPPY once told me, guage to him, he said, "We're
the wheel. The driver — a 31'If you don't know something— going to have to do something
year-old man — had been involvask. If you want to say some- about all your bad language.
accidents.
thing, speak up.' I've been do- If any girl ever called me what ed in two prior
A 55-year-old male passenger
ing it ever since" Glen reveals. they have you calling me in the
"The first thing I figured out script, I'd back-hand her one!" was killed in a two-car accident
was to be polite. You can say He suggested she mumble them. when the car in which he was
the same thing two different
Glen's final word on commu- riding was struck and knocked
By DICK WEST
ways. One will get you a smash nications is a plea for young, into a ditch by a second car
in the mouth.
upcoming singers to seek a live attempting to pass on a curve
"I try not to act like I'm audience.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —One
at a high rate of speed.
something I'm not. It's no use
• • •
of my big hang-ups as a
The
driver
of the passing vetrying to fool people unless you
"TRY TO avoid singing into
journalist is that I can't bring
hicle — a 23-year-old man — had
get to be a big expert at it.
just microphones. Find an aumyself to ask pretty young
"I'm going to be myself, not dience, even if you have to stand never been issued a driving permovie actresses how they feel
try to act, for at least two more on street corners and sing. Peo- mit and had been previously arrabout being filmed in the nude.
pictures. I can see the differ- ple were made to sing to. Find ested for driving without any
This defect has all but
ence already between my first them and sing directly to all of permit.
destroyed my effectiveness as
movie, 'True Grit' and this one. them. The real kicks come from
A 20-year-old male passenger
an interviewer of pretty young
I'm real relaxed now. I'll just singing right to the people and was killed in a single car
accimovie actresses, a task I once
go on like this until I'm abso- hearing them clap like they en- dent
when the driver — a 22performed with grace, dignity
lutely comfortable.
joy it," Glen suggests.
year-old male — lost control of
"Then I'd like to try to play
And Campbell has the kicks his car while speeding. His per- and elan.
a real character. Maybe a heavy to prove it!
There seems to be some sort
mit was expired and he had a
oi• something like that. I'd just
of unwritten law that you can't
Glen's advice goes farther: "If
record
of
one
prior
conviction
like to try it once and if I you've had one big hit tune and
interview
a
pretty
young
couldn't do it, I'd get right a million-seller record, forget it! each for reckless driving and
actress without asking how she
back to being myself. It's the Anyone can have one, or even speeding.
A 1 -year-old male pedestrian feels about cinematic undress.
challenge."
two hits. It's the staying power
A few years ago, young
• • •
died
when struck by a speeding
that counts, True success means
actresses
merely were asked if
WHILE Glen's "live and let that you're welcome back with vehicle driven by a 27-year-old
they would be willing to appear
live" attitude predominates, he the audience for years and male whose driving privilege had
in skin flicks. But things have
insists that his own personal years."
been suspended following a prior
changed a lot since then.
opinion regarding his public imGlen's own philosophy, if his accident.
Extraneous Question
age be given due consideration. bright star starts to fade, is
An 18-year-old female passengNowadays, asking a pretty
Hollywood is still gasping over typical of the man. "I'll just go er
died in a single car accident
Glen's defiance of everyone with back to guitar pickin' for some
when the driver — a 26-year-old young actress if she woulti be
regard to the use of certain other singer. I made a good
willing to be filmed in the nude
four-letter words in his films. living for years pickin' and I male — ran off the road. Speed- Is like asking Bust& Keaton if
ing
and
driving
while
intoxicated
"Down in Arkansas where I can always do it again."
he would be willing to get nit in
come from, he explained. "we
Anyone worried about his star were listed as causes of the acci- the face with
a custard pie,
dent.
don't use language like that in fading—with a shining attitude
So you ask them how they
front of our womenfolks" The like that"

Twice suspended, his permi feel about it. Only I can't do it.
was under suspension at the tim Every time I start to ask a
pretty young actress how she
reports of progress, Child We af the accident. Heals° laden
feels about being filmed in the
tare will pay $50 a quarter for ard of three prior convictions to
nude, I freeze up.
each boy having an active relat- reckless driving and one for driv
Like the other evening I was
lag
while
under
suspension.
ionship with the Big Brother
Using official accident repor given an opportunity to interfor at least 45 days in a quarter.
view Margot Kidder, a pretty
"The contact with Big Broth- furnished by the Kentucky Stat
young actress who is appearing
Police
and
driver
backgroun
ers is part of a new philosophy
in
"Gaily, Gaily," a new
data
compiled
by
the
Public
adopted by the Department of
picture based on the early life
Child Welfare in the past year ety Department's driver lic
of Ben Hecht.
to utilize the services of pri- ing division, the traffic committ"You are a splendid specimen
ee
is
planning
regular
releases
vate agencies," Perkins said.
of young womanhood," I told
"Not all the wisdom in the to the public detailing their findFRANKFORT, Ky. — In a pilot
Miss Kidder, "and I would
prevention of delinquency and ings in weekend traffic deaths,
project initiated by the state
adore inquiring into your life
"We
are
particularly
concerncaring for children is vested
Department of Child Welfare,
ed," said the committee's execu- and times, which must be
in our department. In many
Intensely interesting. But it
the Big Brothers of Louisville
cases, it is more effective and tive director — Arthur (Buzz)
wouldn't work. I could never
Inc. will provide counseling and
Beard
—
"with
what
seems
to
cheaper to contract with private
ask you how you feel about
companionship on a one man,one
organizations, and we now have be a high rate of accident involbeing filmed in the nude."
boy basis for 30 Louisville yout22 other purchase of care agree- vement by drivers with sometimMiss Kidder was amazingly
hs.
es
extensive
histories
of
traffic
ments with child-caring agencies
A purchase of care agreement
understanding
for one so young,
violations
and
the
number
of
susthroughout the state."
and promptly took me off the
was signed by Child Welfare
In a telephone call from Phil- pended or revoked drivers who
hook.
Commissioner George Perkins
adelphia, Thomas E. O'Brien, continue to drive."
Can Manufacture Quote
and Frank S. Smith, president
Through
regular
release
of
national executive director of
If I wanted to, she said, I
of the Louisville agency.
Big Brothers of America Inc. such Information, Beard said, the
could pretend I had asked her
Boys from eight to 16 under said "I
am very excited about committee hopes to generatepubSirrvisory placement from the
that
question and then I could
lie
support
for
stricter
enforce.
the agreement. It is the first
manufacture a quote from her.
COUrts or Child Welfare institof its kind in the United States meat of the law and the "point"
She said she would leave her
utions, or toys just needing adu- and we
will be watching it very system against drivers who are
reply entirely to my discretioa.
lt male companionship, will be
"chronic
hazards"
on
the
highclosely."
Her generosity gave me a
referred to Big Brothers.
way.
Professional social workers
"We are also considering," strange sense of power, With
for Big Brothers will screen 'The first
he said, "the feasibility of ask- carte blanche authority to put
the boy, his family, and the seling for stiffer penalties, partic- words in her mouth, I could
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)
ected Big Brother volunteer befirst junior high school in ularly for those drivers who con- have her say anything I wanted
fore the actual relationship be- the nation was established hen. tinue to drive even though their her to say.
At the same time, however, I
gins.
in 1909 The school, Indianola privilege has been taken away
For the services of the pro- Junior High School, is still in from them."
felt a strong sense of responsi.
fessional workers and periodic uperatum
bility.
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UPRIGHT VACUUM CLEANER
.•

25

LINT REMOVING BRUSHES
revolve, loosening the deep-down
embedded dirt end grit causing
them to corne to the surface. The
revolving brushes sweep this grit,
din and lint into the suction ten jet
stream and into the large throwaway beg

2 SUCTION FANS
Weed extra suction
across the enure nozzle and lift the
carpet oft the floor, creating a cushion of au under the carpet.

NIXON ANhlUNCES
U S AllAn aNING
GERM WA Fug
EFFORT, I CHIT
FOR DE/ 'SE

IMA- •

Rug Pita Adjustment

88

Cord Storage Pocket

imbectin

•••

Model 635

688

BATTU Lull DUE TO FOES NEED
Of SuPPtifS SAIGON S MLIII

APOLLO 12
ASTRONAUTS
IN HOUSTON
OU AR ANIINI

TIN TWO CONGOS,
BRAZZAVILLE AND
KiNSHASA. fEUCIONG

Practice makes perfec
ever the activity might
we can crack eggs right
we do say so.

ouSTING BRUSH

wnheain
evil/

VACUUM CLEANER

•••••""-

December 21 will be th
eat day of the year, am
only 18 days away. Ai
the days will start getti
er, more daylight, tw
months of winter, then

VC 631

Then will see how ou.
num Mariesi, our Swe
tree and our Muscadii
made out during the wi

2988

t,
CRIVICE TOOL

ousnota 'RUSH

NOZ ZIA

A real friend is one
been described as an
could tell you all of 1
bles . • but doesn't.
A brilliant red flash a.:
inal streaks across the
the early dawn. There's
light to make his scar
stand out clearly.

RUG-FLOOR
NOWA

(SnMeu

QUICK-CARE
DAILY
VACUUM CLEANER

MLt
5 piece kit includes the following at.
• vinyl hose 8,roll easy support
stand • sturdy durable wand • drapery
and upholstery nozzle • dusting brush •
crevice tool.

CHIROPRACTIC MI
Dr. Richard Broeri.
and Dr. Mary Broer',
will be hosts for the
meeting of District I
Chiropractic Associatiol
held at the Grecian
House, Murray, on
evening, December 6.

WEATHER REF

am
•Completely
enclosed
disposable
filter bag
•Stand. upright.
A Sunbeam
exclusive—no
need to lie on
Boor or lean os
furniture.

2688

• Hangs up Bat
against any
Model 6311

.

a.

Just Ilk, water seeking
level, everyone has to
crack an egg in his ovn
way. We have worked
problem for some moni
banging them together
one suggested, hitting
the side of the skillet, e
we sort of half drop it,
taming hold an it, an
hang on the counte
cracks it from one sidi
other and all we do
cart the shell and let
tents drop into pan.

VACUUM
CLEANER

ALL PURPOSE MODEL
WITH HW100 KIT

PENTAGON
GATHERING
SOUTH V1FT
MASSACRE
/VIDENCI
•••11
.

We approve of the n
lottery law. We hay
maintained that one n
is just as important t
another man's is to h
ther one person design
Unue his education a
der a tree dreaming,
consequence to anyr
should not be any cm
far as his military
concerned. The deferm
cies which have been
thus far have been I
and unfair. If a person
money or motiration t
school he was deferre
did not have the money
ed the mltivation, them
eligible for the draft,
pure nonsense.

MODEL VC580

"Clean Air" Disposable Dusttiag

MOSCOW FINALLY SIGNS
NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION
TREATY—INITIALED BY U 5
BRITAIN, USSR JULY 1961

4 FRENCH FARMERS
DEMONSTRATE FOR
HIGHER SUBSIDIES
ImwminmomminyJyyyolY

A person who says t
"I am humble", is a
A really humble pens
nixes that he is not a
as he should be, in ott
his shortcomings an
visible to himself, mor
his virtues. All•he c
just work on it.

th....:.,
1111111118111

s
IN WAH1NGTON, NATIONAL
CRIME COMMISSION REPORTS
US TOPS ALL "MODERN
STABLE NATIONS IN CRIMI

A truly humble perso
feeling of self rightot
of being humble, nor
of holiness that hum
love to endow themse

3 Position Handle Adjustment

UP GOUTS"!I`

ri'
nrierj
WATER FLOWS OVER
AMERICAN NIAGARA
AGAIN AFTER STOPPAGE
FOR TESTS LAST JUNE

Some folks may thini
humble, but they
kind of kick out of I
ness that they are hu
destroying true htun

fignsra

Low Silhouette Style

(A--[

•

Seine humble is
toughest job that a
mg can tackle.

hi

State Teams
Up With Big
Brothers

PPW

The Prin
Source of
In Murra)
Calloway C

United Press 1

BIG

Writer Has
Troubles With
Interviews

WORLD WEEK

k

BELAIR.SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky

closet wall for

storage.

U sited Prow haRdirmatl

Kentucky Lake, 7 a. n
stationary; below den
down 0.9.
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FIVE-DAY FOREC,
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with minor day to day
in west portion and 2 i
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Kentucky normal highi
50. Normal lows 25 to
Little or no perci
through next Monday

